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THE MORMON WALDEN SIANS

introduction

jesus christ of latterday
latter day
saints began settling the rocky mountain wilderness that
would eventually be known as utah in july of 1847
having
members of the church of

first from ohio then from missouri and later
ormons
armons finally sought sanctuary in the
from illinois the mormons
unclaimed regions of the western frontier
almost from its

been driven

M

inception on april 6 1830 in fayette new york the church
had sent missionaries to preach the restored gospel
throughout the united states canada and england however
after establishing a permanent settlement in the great
basin missionary efforts were intensified and new missions
were opened throughout the world

at general conference in october 1849 thirty five
year
old lorenzo snow a newly ordained member of the
yearold
twelve apostles was called to establish an LDS mission
1
in italy and wherever else the spirit should direct
it
took elder snow and joseph toronto a native sicilian who
accompanied him

over nine months to reach their

field of

labor

liverpool elder snow read of the
Walden sians protestant sectarians who had inhabited the
waldensians
piedmont region of the coition alps for centuries
he was
while en route

in

2

their long struggle for religious freedom and saw
many similarities between their simple doctrines and the
fi
firestored
restored gospel which he had been commissioned to preach
he felt empathy when he read that the Walden
waldensians
sians like the
mormons
cormons
Mor mons had suffered severe religious persecution and had
snow
been forced to seek sanctuary in a mountain retreat
felt impressed enough to begin his missionary efforts in
italy among this simple mountain folk southampton
moved by

conference president thomas

B

H

stenhouse joined snow and

toronto the three were likely excited by predictions made
by franklin D richards president of the english mission
that thousands would ere long embrace the gospel in
italy and that from the commencement of labors in
2
piedmont the work should extend triumphantly
the trio
began their missionary labors in italy with great
expectations
waldensians
sians living in the protestant
but of the 21000 Walden
valleys in 1850 only 187 joined the mormon church during
the sixteenyear
sixteen year period the italian mission remained open
74

of

this group

were excommunicated

72

emigrated to utah
and the remaining

primarily members of twelve families
converts drifted into inactivity or returned to their
former

faith

3

though the number of serious mormon

disappointing to the missionaries in the
mid 1800s from the vantage point of historical perspective
we can observe many lasting contributions that the
waldensian emigrants and their descendants have made to the

converts

was

3

mormon

church

As

the young converts married

often into

raised large families the number of mormons
who claimed waldensian ancestry increased
today thousands
of mormons in utah arizona california and throughout the
church trace their ancestry back to the italian Walden
waldensians
sians
of the protestant valleys
in august 1985 the author
attended the opening sessions of the yearly synod of the
waldensian church held at torre pellice italy the
question most often asked by members of the synod was
whatever became of the mormon colonies
the question was
valid considering how little has been published about the
colonies since the departure of the last convert family
polygamy

and

pinache in 1868
from panache
george

watts devotes one chapter to this question
in his 1941 publication the waldenses in the new world
however watts focused on mormon missionary efforts in the
protestant valleys and devoted only a few pages to the
4
emigrating families
his biographical material in the
appendix was incomplete
for example watts completely
missed the

B

justet family

and michael

names of some of the immigrating

rostan

also the

children were omitted

papanikolas devotes only two paragraphs to the
peebles of
waldensian converts in her 1976 publication the peoples
helen

Z

5

utah
in many cases church records of the italian
mission and family records conflicted complicating the
task of compiling lists identifying immigrants extensive
has been required to resolve discrepancies
research bas

some

4

descendants of waldensian pioneer families such as michael
W
homer of the bertoch family
marriner cardon and
6
professor james L barker a son of margaret stalle
barker have published articles on their waldensian
ancestors the author is indebted to these writers for
their information and research however these articles
focus on specific families and include very little about
the other waldensian immigrants who shared similar
experiences A collective biography treating the italian
emigrants as a community is long overdue

the mormon colonies can best be understood when seen
Walden sians like the
as ethnic enclaves
for the waldensians
ns danes and other ethnic groups who emigrated to
norwegians
Norwegia
utah generally settled together the first waldensian
immigrants chose to establish communities in ogden and

logan where they worshiped

worked and

socialized together

inter marrying As these cities grew and polygamous
often intermarrying
families were disrupted by federal officers in the late
80s many of these families relocated in arizona
1870s and 180s
and mexico
often the waldensian experience as mormon
converts mirrored the experiences of other ethnic groups
mormon
was
with
contact
the
elders in their
there
first
homeland

next came conversion

then immigration and

settlement followed by amalgamation into the larger mormon
society
waldensians
sians who emigrated to utah
to identify all the Walden
before 1870 church and family records passenger lists

5

of the plains index and histories from the
the crossing
crossingoftheplains
church archives and other institutions were consulted
after three years of intense study and careful research

the autt or believes that the

differs

somewhat from

lists

list that

follows

though

published in other sources

it
7

is

accurate and complete
see map in An
appendix
the twelve families include
pendix A
to identify the locales from which the families emigrated
1
bertoch john a widower with five adult
children owned a small farm on the steep
hillside near st germain three of his
children antol
nette daniel and james survived
antoinette
antoi
marguerite and john himself
the trip to utah
john died of
both died of cholera en route
pneumonia near

fort kearney

2

cramol
beus michael a farmer from pramol
he and wife
marianne combe beus had nine children ranging in
ann james
age from infancy to twelve years
john michael paul louis phillip mary and
magdalena completed the journey
baby joseph
died in liverpoo10
liverpool

3

cardon philippe a builder lived with his wife
marie tourn cardon and their seven children in
san secondo di pinerolo
pinfrolo
Pine rolo on the edge of the
piedmont plains
he served as president of the
st bartholomew LDS branch their children
mary catherine louis philippe marie madeleine
john paul and thomas barthelemy also
aiso immigrated
to utah

4

chatelain henry a widower was a glazier by
trade with four adult children all of whom
he was sixty
six when he
lived in st germain
sixtysix
was baptized but chatelain died before he could
emigrate son peter and daughters lydia
henrietta and marie louise all made their way to
utah

5

justet daniel

and wife

jane rostan justet

were

the parents of seven children justet a
stonemason his wife and all but his eldest
daughter emigrated in 1868
the children were
antonett daniel madeleine marguerite suzanne
and catherine
marie emigrated first in 1861

6
6

7

8

bazald peter
lazald

later lazear

was a farmer from
panache
pinache
Pi nache
married at the time he was baptized in
1852 he emigrated with two teenage
teen age children in
1855
apparently peter was the only member of

his farlly to join the church in italy he died
son john was the only member of
in echo canyon
the family to reach salt lake city
malan john daniel owned a farm and oil press
near la tour malan was a prominent member of
he and wife pauline combe malan
the community
were the parents of eight children
he presided
Ang rogna branch and acted as mission
over the angrogna
president in the absence of the missionaries
his children included marie catherine gaydou
jean danielf
with her daughter julia
daniel stephen
twins madeleine and emily pauline jane dina and
barthelemy
pons
pons
rons berthelemy and marie anne Lan
taret
lautaret
lantaret
were the parents of seven children
the family
Ang rogna where pons owned a large grape
lived in angrogna

vineyard two blocks of connecting houses two
wooded lands and three meadow lands
he was a
retired lieutenant immigrating children
included marianne john daniel david lydia and
pons died of cholera en route
emma
9

roman david was a brother
in law of malan
brotherinlaw
year old son daniel
a widower with a two
twoyearold

and

living at la tour at the time of his baptism

both emigrated to utah in 1856
10

twice widowed was a carpenter
who lived at st germain with his third wife
and their
susanne robert pronounced ro bear
A
19
year old relative elizabeth
19yearold
children
three
perhaps roshons daughter from a
roshon
previous marriage emigrated with this family
roshon and his two youngest children died en
eth either
route his oldest daughter eliza
eilza
eilzabeth
ellzabeth
elizabeth
susanne and son
died or remained in new york
jacque robert survived the trek and settled in
susanne later married david roman
utah

11

rostan michael and wife marthe avondet rostan
were the parents of two children who died in

12

roshon

michel

italy before the family emigrated in 1860
who
widowed
pierre
had
twice
been
lived
stalle
with his third wife jeanne marie gaudin and their
four children near st bartholomew where stalle
owned a small farm
marie and marguerite

children susanne daniel
margaret and their mother

7

jeanne marie
en route

three

adults
preceding families
young

1

2

3

who

completed the journey

stalle died

emigrated were relatives of the

vas the estranged husband of mary
anthony gaydou was
gaydous were
catherine malan gaydou the gaydorus
divorced in philadelphia where anthony settled
susanne goudin gaudin was a near relative of
pierre stalle and was the only member of her
immediate family to emigrate
malan was a relative
delaina
family she married peter
Ma
madelaina
madeleina

of the malan
chatelain in st

louis missouri en route
other young adult immigrants appear not to have been
related to the twelve families these included
1
james bonnett from pinerolo
pinfrolo
Pine rolo a former neighbor
of susanne robert roshon who emigrated at the
I1

age of seventeen

2

dominic bredero
Br
odero 27 from marseilles france who
brodero
was a friend of david roman
brodero
bredero married
henriette chatelain in utah

3

marianne catherine gardiol 20 from prarustin
Pra rustin
she was the only member of her immediate family
to emigrate

4

jacob rivoir 35 from st germain he presided
over tee
tre
the region after the missionaries left and
most of the branch leadership had emigrated
rivoir emigrated in 1866

several other waldensian families
and 1890s

came

after the italian mission

to utah in the 1880s

was combined

with the

these families were not converts to the
mormon church but many were relatives or friends of the
original italian immigrants the second wave of
Walden
waldensians
sians who came to utah included about fifteen
families and approximately the same number of single
swiss mission

8

8Q

this group represented only a few of the
thousands who left the valleys in the late 1800s seeking
igan
an opportunity to win their bread from a more hospitable
itan
9
As they arrived after the completion of the
soil
tai
transcontinental
tal railroad in 1869 they were not counted as
transcontinen
utah pioneers or considered early settlers consequently
they are not included in this study unless they
intermarried with the original group though many in the
second wave settled into existing waldensian communities
once in utah this group
melted into the local
protestant churches and communities expressly encouraged
10
to do so by their church in italy
in time many of
cormons
Mor mons
this second group or their descendants became mormons
members of the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints
though the waldensian church had been left behind in
the decades that followed the settlement of utah mormon
Walden sians would trace their
descendants of italian waldensians
genealogy back to the protestant valleys and research and
contemplate the rich heritage that was theirs intrigued
by a dramatic religious history many would return to
piedmont to search out for themselves the secrets of their
ancestral home
individuals

9

NOTES
1

eliza R snow autobiography of lorenzo
p 109
lake city deseret news 1884
cited as lorenzo snow

2

ibid

3

information
all
statistical
mormon
was

pp
ap

snow

salt

hereafter

122
123
122123

concerning the original

compiled from membership lists
which appear in the appendix of daniel B richards
i an mission the scriptural allegory in three
the itai
italian
ital
parts salt lake city magazine publishing co 1931
pp 297
312
297312
allegory
hereafter cited as scriptural alle
aile
alie
george B watts the waldenses in the new world
pp
ap 42
44 227durham drake university press 1941
4244
229
hereafter cited as waldenses in new world

converts

1

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

helen

city

papanikolas the peoples of utah
utah state historical society 1976
Z

lake
salt
p
306

for the strength of the hills we
bless thee italian mormons come to utah paper
presented to dr davis bitton university of utah
marriner cardon children of the valleys
transcript of the sound track of an 8 mm documentary
motion picture privately published by the author
james L barker
november 1977 in phoenix arizona
pioneer reminiscences of mrs margaret stallo
stalls
barker relief society magazine july 1926
see appendix of richards scriptural allegory
pp
ap
297
312
297312
also appendix in watts waldenses in new
michael

W

world

pp
ap

homer

229
227
227229

ap 232
239
watts ibid pp
232239
giorgio tourn the Walden
waldensians
sians the first 800 years
trans camillo P merlino torino claudiana 1980
p0 xv
waldensians
sians
hereafter cited as the Walden
ibid the author was told at the 1985 synod in torre
pellice that when the protestant valleys could no
longer accommodate the large population the
waldensian church did a very brave thing emigrating
waldense were told not to organize but to go into the

10

world and do as the

spirit directs

interview with
the reverend frank gibson executive director of the
american waldensian aid society august 24 1985

CHAPTER

ORIGIN

wild

AND

1I

HISTORY OF THE ITALIAN WALDEN
SIANS
waldensians

narrow and inaccessible

rising

from the

plain

finally losing themselves in the rocky heights forming
the protestant valleys on the
the french frontier
cottian alps provide the setting for
italian side of the bottian
this study the scenery of this portion of northern italy
is exceedingly grand and beautiful though owing to its
and

the higher regions are not very productive
we do not know when or why the first inhabitants chose
these alpine valleys for their home what we do know is
that this remote region eventually produced a hardy colony
rugged nature

living apart from other christian communities
retained their primitive appearance and manners to a
greater degree than almost any other christian sect in
2
europe2
europev
europea
Europe
EuropeV
historically not many more than 20000 people have
inhabited these alpine valleys at any one time though
small in size the valleys constitute an area of about 300
square miles 22 miles in length and 16 miles wide
this
waldensians
sians
is a region rich in religious tradition the Walden
claim a heritage that some believe dates back to the dawn
stephens explains that the
captain RP
of christendom
history of the waldense is nothing if it is not viewed from
who

M

12

spiritual standpoint their story is
3
struggle for liberty of conscience

one long

a

continual

4

the beginnings of the Walden
waldensians
sians as a separate
religious sect is obscure and complicated by controversy
do they go back in unbroken succession to the apostles
are they descendants of various groups of dissenters who

fled to the wild mountains of piedmont to escape religious
persecution or are they specifically the heirs of peter
century religious reformer from lyons
waldo a twelfth centuryreligious
france
english writer william st gilly and early waldensian
5
support
historians including jean leger and henrv
henra arnaud
the theory of apostolic origin as described by james D
mccabe

christianity into italy
these valleys became
converts to the faith preached by st paul they
accepted and taught the doctrines of the apostles and
they acknowledged the
practiced simple rites
holy scriptures as their sole rule of faith and
rejected all that was not taught in the books of the
new testament
from the days of constantine to the
present
they have never changed their faith and
any important particular of their
have never altered ang
soon after the introduction of
by the apostles the people of
i8
ia

religious observance
thirty four pages in his
dr alexis muston devotes thirtyfour

two

the israel of the alps to the question of
origin and concluded that the vaudois therefore are not
schismatics but continued inheritors of the church founded
7
by the apostles
twentieth century historians catholic writers and
educators such as walter F adeney professor of history of
volume work

13

religious doctrine at manchester university and lancashire
college in england contend that there is not a shred of
8
evidence to link the Walden
waldensians
sians with the apostles
these
writers maintain that the waldense are simply the followers
Q

of peter waldo

will durant the 20th century popular historian
preservers of
Walden sians as heretics
dismisses the waldensians
and continuing
communistic aspirations
semicommunistic
heresies and semi
an old tradition of basing radical proposals upon biblical
story
texts
in ten references throughout his book the st
of civilization vol VI the reformation durant
9
completely anathematized them
adeney is at least objective in acknowledging
11

waldensian achievements

heretics

he does not

label

them

allowing that

community
this
jestablished

of hardy mountaineers

established a church that was able to develop and
maintain its own individuality and to withstand the
attacks of opponents in a way that has almost
suggested the miraculous
but to maintain its
doctrinal purity throughout all these centuries would
double miracle
in order to come to terms with this controversy over

demand a

origin of the Walden
waldensians
sians as a religious sect it is
necessary to trace christianity in northern italy from the
time of constantine in the fourth century to the activities
in 312
of peter waldo at the end of the twelfth century
AD
christians numbered about five percent of the total
population of the roman empire in many areas the
christian church was represented only by a few scattered

14

groups of repressed

occasionally persecuted
minorities of low social status these groups held secret
services and were of little political significance to the
great roman empire which was then at the point of
collapse struggles among rival emperors brought frequent
civil wars while barbarian hordes threatened the borders
however these circumstances changed in 312 when a soldier
named constantine who had proclaimed himself sole
legitimate emperor ip the west had a vision in which
he said that about noon he saw with his own eyes a
cross of light in the heavens about the sun and
bearing the inscription BY THIS SIGN SHALT THOU
CONQUER
at this divine sign he was struck by
was
army
amazement ayi
aswas
which
whole
the
witnessed
also
aiwas
afi
the miracle
subsequently constantine believed that the god of the
christians had revealed himself as the true god and had
when he was successful in his
promised him victory
battles constantine united the whole empire under his rule
and the christian church found itself suddenly raised to
although
prominence with power prestige and patronage
constantine was not baptized until 337 when he was on his
deathbed he took a great interest in matters of the
christian church himself presiding at the council of nicea
in 325 AD where the official doctrine of the church was
poor

and

defined
flung
farflung
faced with dissension within the various far
branches of the church at that time constantine helped to
unify
church

legalize

define the beliefs of the christian
thus he is credited with launching christianity
and

on

15

the path to power

classes in the

by 361

many members of

the upper

roman empire had embraced the new

faith

subsequently many innovations were introduced into the
church to accommodate the new converts
but there were those who staunchly resisted these

secular changes cries of protests from christians in the
alpine valleys of piedmont reached rome as early as 370
AD
ius a dissident spanish elder
in that year vigilantius
Vigilant
who had taken up residence in that region condemned the
roman worship of images saints and relics
he protested
prayers for the dead and other innovations that had crept
into the church from a letter written by jerome we learn
that some bishops in the vicinity of the cottian
bottian alps
supported vigilantius
ius in opposing what they perceived to be
Vigilant
12
errors
in this early period the people of the piedmont
valleys considered themselves simply christians and not
members of a church separate and apart from the universal

christian

community

stephens points out in the burning bush that when
napoleon was in turin in 1805 he contacted the moderator

president of the mountain church and asked how long it
had been since the Walden
waldensians
sians became an independent
13
was
church
since the time of claude bishop of turin
the answer

claude became bishop of turin in 817 within a short
period he ordered images and relics removed from the
churches in his dioceses claude denied the mystic

16

doctrine of the mass and denounced the claim of the bishop
14
of rome to authority over all other christian leaders
the official history of the waldensian churchy
church
published in 1980 all but ignores the ancient claims to
apostolic origin and the debate this theory perpetuated in
the last century times change and in the interim certain
doctrines and practices appear to have been altered
today the cross is often used as adornment on newer
waldensian church buildings early Walden
waldensians
sians refused to
use the cross to adorn their homes or churches for
anciently they regarded it as a symbol of apostate

christianity
worship
worship

it
it

spiritually

god commands us to bear our

cross not to
wrote claude in the ninth century
they
but bear it neither corporally nor
j115
15

pastors of the waldensian church today join
loin modern
historians in dating the beginning of the church from the
a wealthy merchant
1206 or 07
time of peter waldo 11407
114071206
1140
11401206
of lyons who became convinced in 1173 that every man had
right to read and interpret the scriptures for himself
waldo

engaged two

priests to translate portions

a

of the

1116

he then followed
bible into the language of the people
go
young
and
to
to
admonition
the
rich
ruler
sell
christs
among
proceeds
goods
and
the
the poor
his
distribute
all

provisions for the support of his family and
then went forth to preach as he felt the lord wanted him to
upon
do
he attracted followers and founded a movement
he made some

17

poor
observing waldo and his followers
the
followersthe

men

of lyons

catholic official walter map recorded
these people have no dwelling place but go around two
by two barefoot and dressed in coarse tunics
they
ov
jovnn nothing
ovn
sharing everything in common after the
manner of the apostles
naked they follow a naked
christ their beginnings are humble in the extreme
for they have not yet much of a following but if we
should leave them to ttbeir
their
ir devices they will end by

turning all of us out
in time the local archbishop became aware of waldos
work and forbade him and his followers to preach as they
were not ordained priests
waldo and his poor men took
their case to the pope in 1179 they were received kindly
but were not given permission to preach in their vulgar
18
1918
1118
tongue or spread the gospel
in 1184 waldo and his
followers were excommunicated from the catholic church and
scattering in all directions went off two by two to preach
the gospel throughout europe
although some historians believe that peter waldo
founded the waldensian church many others writing in the
19
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries claim otherwise
all
modern writers and the waldensian church today accept waldo
as the founder allowing for some groundwork by earlier
n
20
adeney believes that the waldensian church
reformers
was a fusion of twelfth century reform movements
he
believes that the followers of waldo united with those of
peter of bruys
1125
1155
11041125
bluys 1104
arnold of brecia 1100
11001155
who died in 1150
and henry of cluny
the ideas were in the air the spirit was alive and
awake when waldo and his poor men came with
apostolic fervor to embrace them and blend them with

18

version of the teaching of jesus there
were arnoldists
ians before
ts petrobrusians and Henric
henricians
Arnoldis
waldo existing as scattered religionists
but it was
his movement that gathered in the harvest of their
a
trought
of
waldensian
about
formation
the
lives and
att

their

own

church

theories of origin can be verified
How
however
howevert
evert the question looms larger when one realizes that
at its base is the issue of authority if the waldensian
none of the

church was simply an outgrowth of reform movements of the

protestant
other
it
on
church
the other hand the waldensian valleys were
if
a last stronghold of ancient christendom then the roman
church was the apostate church
this may have been at the
crux of the bitter argument between rome and the early
mountain christians
the authority issue was of major
Walden sians who converted to the mormon
significance to the waldensians
day

then

was no

different

from any

church
be

that as

it

may

by

the end of the twelfth century

waldensians
the Walden
sians of the protestant valleys were united by
faith grounded in the teachings of jesus christ

a

collectively they had rejected papal authority claiming
finally
the catholic church was in a state of apostasy
they had organized a vibrant church that would sustain them
during seven hundred years of severe persecution

early in the thirteenth century pope innocent 111
III
tii
confronted by heresy in many quarters began a crusade
against all heretics his efforts were continued and
intensified by his successors the alpine valleys became
scenes of unsurpassed cruelty with extensive murders and

19

burning

22

As a

result

many Walden
waldensians
sians

left

and became

scattered throughout europe where they joined other
dissidents in spain germany france austria and bohemia
Rei
inqu
inquisitor
nerius sacho an inqusitor
reinerius
indu sitor sent to the valleys to force
submission to catholic doctrine noted in 1245
among all these sects which still are or have been
there is not one more pernicious to the church than
ts and this on three accounts the
that of the leonists
Leonis
is because it is of longer duration for some
first
say that it has existed from the time of sylvester
others from the time of the apostles the second
because it is more general for there is almost no
land in which this sect is not
the third because
although all other sects through their monstrous
against
blasphemy again
st god strike horror into their
hearers this of the Leonis
ts has a great appearance
leonists
of piety inasmuch as they live justly before men and
believe not only in the articles of the creed but
every sound doctrine respecting the deity only they
speak evil of the roman church and clergy to which
the multitqe
multitude of the laity are quite willing to give
credence

waldensians
sians took the bible as the standard of
the Walden
their faith and the apostles creed as the summary of their
doctrine anciently they were uneducated while most
could not read they were able to memorize and often
committed entire books to memory
in the middle ages when
only the priests were allowed access to the scriptures the
catholic church claimed common use of the bible was the
1
I have heard and seen a certain
mainspring of heresy
job
word for word
who
countryman
to
used
recite
unlettered
and many others who knew the whole new testament
24

perfectly wrote an inquisitor in 1260
later when
printed copies became available bible reading became a
common daily practice in waldensian families
the only

20

father

bible recalled marie madeleine
was
two
over
oldy handed down
cardon
then
oid
centuries old
it
25
from his ancestors
cer
throughout the fourteenth century
tury persecution
certury
continued not only in the alpine valleys but in most other
areas where the vaudois had taken refuge general
persecution and harassment against all heretics became so
widespread in the fifteenth century that many sects were
book my

owned was a

comp
completely
lately wiped
letely

out

however

a

remnant of the

italian

waldense persisted because
because generally their mountains
becaas
protected them until danger had passed and they could
i

26

return to their homes
for this reason the valleys on
the italian side of the alps now became the center and
waldensians
sians as those waldense who had
chief home of the Walden
fled to the french side of the alps and to other locations
were completely annihilated
just before the reformation began to spread throughout
europe with the dawn of the sixteenth century the only
organized opponents of the catholic church were the
waldense of the protestant valleys and some Hus
hussites
sites or
bohemians whom the roman clergy also identified as
Walden
waldensians
sians though the bohemian brethren were the first
waldensians
sians soon
to contact martin luther the italian Walden
joined them with messages of congratulations
representatives of both groups were sent to luther in
germany and calvin in switzerland
the outcome of these
exchanges was

a

Ang rogna held in 1532 during
conference in angrogna

21

which the Walden
waldensians
sians decided to make some changes in

their

practices they adopted public worship having previously
met secretly in dens and caves they publicly condemned
aad been
lad
iad
those who called themselves vaudois but tad
attending catholic services the Walden
waldensians
sians united with
the reformers on several doctrines including their views
on predestination oaths marriage of the clergy and some
sacraments the movement that had seeded the reformation
now

merged with

it
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Walden sians
the marriage was sealed with a gift the waldensians
commissioned robert olivetan cousin of john calvin to
translate the bible into the french language
it was
waldensians
evident that the Walden
sians were thus ready to seek a
wider audience for their witness than was possible with
their old bible in provencal and to take advantage of the
most recent textual studies
wrote tourn in the
Walden
waldensians
sians calvin himself penned the preface to the
neuchatel
chatel and
olivetan bible which was printed in Neu
waldensians
sians in 1535 this remarkable
delivered to the Walden
translation was the first of the french reformation and has
28
been widely used as the basis for later french revisions
the open participation of the waldense in the
german
and
cooperation
and
with
swiss
reformation
their

protestant movements left no ambiguity as to their
relationship with the roman church consequently the
period between 1540 and 1690 became a time of great
persecution yet the Walden
waldensians
sians often took the offensive

22

those sturdy mountaineers were not meek martyrs led as
lambs to the slaughter
they carried the war into the
enemys camp
the waldenses became in a literal
sense a church militant taking to the field in arms

fighting valiantly for their liberty of worship
with hardy
har 4 heroism and at times with brilliant
and

success

in january of 1561

the vaudois found themselves
trapped by the popes troops they were ordered to attend
mass within 24 hours or suffer death
they gathered

together

and took an oath to

maintain the bible whole and
preserving in this holy religion
at

without admixture

the peril of our lives

in order that we may transmit it to
and pure as we received it from our

children intact
930
30
130
fathers
the next day the waldense pretended to

our

comply with the

trinitys

order and attended their churches which
had been taken over by the catholics
at a given signal

count of

they ripped

the crucifix

candles and images that the
priests had brought for the celebration of the mass they
then rushed from their churches and attacked those who had
come to enforce the decree
As soon as he could reorganize the count led his army
Ang rogna against a wellorganized
well organized and
into the valley of angrogna
down

vaudois
carefully prepared vaudoit
vaudois
outnumbered

in

though greatly

the terrain had experience
and fought with the sure knowledge

the vaudois

guerilla warfare

army

knew

that defeat would bring death to themselves and their
families the counts troops sustained one defeat after
another

each time they charged they were hurled back

23

infantry the flower of the whole
force was routed with terrible loss the count burst
into tears as he beheld the suffering of his troops
while the men murmured and refused to fight
god fights for them and we do them
exclaiming
exclaim tg
1
even the spanish

wrong

finally the catholic

army

retreated after suffering

a

ghislier
Chi
but michele Ghi
chislier
chillier
siler the grand
slier
pope pius V
succeeded where the counts

serious humiliation

inquisitor
troops had

later
failed

the heretics were brought before

him

32

eliminated one by one
A period of relative calm followed the darkest days of
the inquisition
for over half a century the vaudois were
left in peace however in 1630 a french army passed
through the valleys and brought with it the bubonic plague
hundreds died including all but
then raging in europe
three of the vaudois pastors new pastors came from
and

switzerland but those who came spoke only french
henceforth all vaudois services were conducted in french
patua that was the
french italian mixture latua
instead of the frenchitalian
common language of the people
the seventeenth century was a time of terrible

persecutions

it

this ancient
community would be completely exterminated
the easter
massacre of 1655 was so savage that all of protestant
33
europe was aroused
oliver cromwell proclaimed a fast
and commissioned john milton to draw up a letter to louis
XIV condemning the act and threatening reprisal
milton
wrote

a

several times

appeared that

sonnet about the 1712 waldense

who

were

V

24

slaughtered

and

entitled it

on

the late massacre in

piedmont
avenge

lord thy slaughtered saints whose bones
scattered on the alpine mountains cold
lie
ven them who kept thy truth so pure of old
een
when all our fathers worshipped stocks and stones
forget not in thy book record their groans
who are thy sheep and in their ancient fold
id
slain by the bloody piedmontese that roii
roll
dolid
rolid
mother with infant down the rocks
their moans
and
to
redoubled
they
the vales redou
the
hills
redoubled
redoublid
blid
0

to heaven

0

10

the worst was yet to come in 1685 louis XIV revoked
the edict of nantes which granted religious freedom to all
french subjects the following year a french and
piedmontese army invaded the valleys the waldense fought

bravely crying death rather than the mass but out of a
population of 14000 2000 were slain the 8500
survivors were imprisoned where cold and disease
accomplished what the catholic armies had left undone
the
rest survived thanks only to abjuration of their faith
35
which was more formal than substantial
six months
half starved
after their imprisonment the survivors a halfstarved
remnant of 3000 were allowed to go into exile in
switzerland
they remained there for three years until 1689 when
day march
tenday
their pastor soldier henry arnaud led a ten
back to their valleys which became known in the annals of
but the price
waldense history as the glorious return
of reclaiming their alpine valleys was high of the 1000
fighting men who returned to their homeland fewer than 400
36
survived

225
5

after the french revolution

when piedmont

again came

waldensians
control of france the Walden
sians appealed to
napoleon
the result was a proclamation allowing liberty
of conscience to all french subjects
however after
napoleons fall victor emanuel 1I took possession of
under

piedmont and the waldense were again placed under severe

restrictions

they could not leave their valleys to live
in the more productive plains
their colleges were closed
and they were prevented from entering universities
they
were barred from some pr
professions
ofes sions and could not hold
ofessions

commissions in the army
however

by

the

mid 1800s

the current of european

opinion so strongly favored religious liberty that king

charles albert of savoy abandoned his predecessors
policies on february 18 1848 he issued the edict of
emancipation granting the vaudois full civil and religious
rights including access to public schools and universities
and the right to move from the conf
ines of their valleys
confines
the kings proclamation brought an end to the centuries of
on
an
persecu
equal
and
placed
vaudois
persecution
religious
the
tion
gious
perselu
jious
reli
rell
bious
footing with savoys other citizens three days of
celebration followed the announcement and the entire
country rejoiced
marie madeleine cardon explained
the
king said that no other people on earth could have suffered
what we did and still be true to their religion and loyal
to the laws of the land

9137
1137
37
40
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A

hymn composed by

vaudois poetess

felicia

hermans was

later translated into english and revised for use in
services it describes poetically how the waldense
perceive themselves and their long colorful history

mormmormon
on

for the strength of the hills we bless thee
our god our fathers god
thou has made thy children mighty

by the touch of the mountain sod
thou has fixed our ark of refuge

spoilers foot neger
neer
neler trod
for the strength of the hills we bless thee
our god our fathers god
where the

are watchers of a beacon
whose light must never die
we are guardians of an altar
midst the silence of the sky
the rocks yield founts of courage
struck forth as by thy rod
for the strength of the hills we bless thee

we

our god

our

fathers

god

0

0

for the shadow of thy presence
round our camp of rock outspread
for the stern defiles of battle
bearing record of our dead
for the snows and for the torrents
for the free hearts burial sod
for the strength of the hills we bblgss
19 ss thee
blass
our god

our

father

god
s
fathers

so
impressed
which
history
dramatic
this
it
lorenzo snow that he established a mission among the
was

writings of the early converts it
many Walden
waldensians
sians were spiritually prepared for
the missionaries message of restoration for by 1850 many
questioned whether the waldensian church was the true
upon his deathbed john combe 1775
1847
17751847
church
mary
granddaughter
catherine gaydou take
his
instructed
heed to my words mary remember what 1I say that the old
may not but the young and rising generation will see the

Walden
waldensians
sians
appears that

from the

27

day when the gospel
power and in

that

shall

day

be

mary

restored in its purity
remember

me

and

stephen malan

wrote of the time prior to the appearance of the mormon
some
piedmont
of
in
valleys
received visions
the
eiders
elders
elder
eider
some dreams some by sudden inspiration of the spirit
awakened to a sense that the religious principles of the
john daniel
day were not in accordance with holy writ
c

malan and barthelemy pons both expressed

dissatisfaction

with the teachings of the mountain church years before the
coming of

the

mormon

in summary
or

light

it

elders

39

appears that the Walden
waldensians
sians had faith

enough to sustain them through seven hundred
40

years of intense persecution
whether this light came
directly from christs apostles or was distilled through
peter waldo and his poor men or came to them as a result
gr
of regular scripture reading
readin it is difficult to judge

their piety and submission to civil authority while
defending their right to liberty of conscience is evidence
of strong character
the fact that they persisted for so
many centuries despite every attempt to extinguish them
denotes determination and commitment
their history
testifies that they were a unique people in the annals of
religious history
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NOTES

1

2

captain PM
RM stephens the burning bush
Nort hants
northants
ush
great britain stanley L hunt ltd 1950 p 10
hereafter cited as burning bush
cro
cross
ss an
andd crown
mccabe james D
london jones
brothers co 1873 p 22
hereafter cited as cross
and crown

3
4

stephens burning bush p 14
note that engli
sh writers use the names waldensian
english
waldenses and waldense interchangeably the name
translates to vaudois in french and valdesi in
italian both stemming from the latin vallis densa a
thick or shady valley or the inhabitants of such
places
the earliest inhabitants of the piedmont
valleys considered themselves simply christians and
not a separate religious sect they called themselves
valley men or valley dwellers thereby identifying
the region from which they came by 1631 however
the name waldensian had become synonymous with
heretic or sorcerer joan of arc was charged with
being a vau
vaudoise
doise or sorceress catholic writers claim
name from its founder peter waldo
the sect took Ns
its
burning
na
barni
however this argument is debatable
in the burni
n9
has sometimes been said that
bush stephens writes
it
the waldenses derive their name from peter waldo but
in all official documents of the period the followers
ses
waldenses
valdenses
of peter are never referred to as vaudois or Valden
poor
men of lyons p 11
an even
as
always
but
stronger argument against this hypothesis is that the
name waldenses
Val
lenses was first used in
vallenses
vallensis
official catholic documents in 1179 by raymond of
Da
daventry
ventry
laventry in his sentence of condemnation against two
barbes clergymen from the piedmont valleys this
document was written five years before waldo and his
followers were excommunicated from the catholic
on and ethics ed
see encycloped
encyclopedia
ia of religion
church
religa
p 666
1908
1926 sv
in 1179 waldo was still in
19081926
full fellowship within the catholic church in that
year he and some of his followers were received by
pope alexander 111
at the third lateran council in
III
ili
lii
rome
see comba emilio history of the waldenses in
ap 31
36
Tru
shirley 1889 pp
slove
3136
truslowe
italy london truslove
ita
waldensians
sians
bray indicates in history of the old Walden

religi

&
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joseph downing 1712 that some of waldos
disciples did probably join themselves with the
churches of the vallies sic of piedmont
but
that waldo himself retired into flanders and picardy
london

21

see book

5

p

1

33.

william st gilly waldensian researches during a
second visit to the vaudois of piedmont london C
r
P
rm
ctry10
orro
r
8
9
r
p
Hi
ui
jean
1831
J7 rivington
tan
leger
rvlnn
tah
historie
historia
89
storie
piemont
ou
generale des eglises
Evang
evangeliques
de
eliques
eulises
Vau
jean le carpentier 1669
vaudoise
aleycle
doise Al
eycle
ap aa
2a 2b
ab
henry arnaud the glorious
dedication pp
recovery by the vaudois of their valleys
london john
vail
vall
murray albemarle street 1898
pp
ap xxi
axi xxii
xvii
hereafter cited as glorious recovery
&

1

.7
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mccabe

7

dr

cross

alexis

and crown

p

22
23
2223

the israel of the alps
pp
ap 506
540 also p
1875
506540

ston
stan

Mu
muston

london

13
blackie son
ed
and
encyclopedia
religion
of
ethics
sv
nd
0
by walter F adeney hereafter cited as
waldenses
&

8

1

adeney
9

heretical teaching was one which conflicted with
that laid down by the church and a heretic was
someone who not only fell into error but on being
1I
R
moore the
shown his heresy persisted in it
heresy london edward arnold ltd
birth of popular here
po
p 3
1975
will durant the story of civilization
19750
vol VI the reformation new york simon and schuster
pp
ap 153 169 382
1957
is interesting to note
it
wiil durant was educated in catholic parochial
that will
A

see

schools

p

1027.
1027

10

adeney

11

conquer
browning
sign
thou
in
this
shait
shail
shall
shalt
robert
the fires of faith new york newsweek books 1973
p 15
see also encyclopedia of reli
religion and ethics
reil
rell

ed
rid
nd
workman
nid

p

664

sv

constantine the great

by

H

B

note that of necessity many of the quotes in this
chapter came from secondary sources As the author is
not conversant in french italian or latin it was
impossible for her to consult primary sources dealing
with the early christian era
her objective is simply
to sketch the events of early christendom so that the
reader might develop an appreciation for the antiquity
of the waldensian community As most of the vaudois
converts to the mormon church trace their pedigrees
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back to the seventeenth centry and beyond

chapter provides
unique

religious

a

this

foundation for understanding their

and

ethnic heritage

12

encyclopedia of religion and ethics
jerome by G grutzmacher

13

captain

14

ap 26
27
ibid pp
2627
giorgio tourn the Walden
waldensians
sians the first 800 years
ed charles W arbuthnot trans camillo P merlino
turin claudiana 1980 p 183 describes the
see appendix D
apostolic origin theory as a legend
G
D
from
to
stokoe
tourn
earlier pastors
letter
perpetuated the theory some modern pastors disclaim
but then other changes have come to the
it
waldensian church in the past century waldensian
temples constructed in the twentieth century at st
pinfrolo
prail are decorated with
second pinerolo
Pine rolo and prall
crosses the author was told when she was in torre
pellice that mussolini required that the cross be
displayed on all churches and schools this may
account for their use in modern construction
however none of the older buildings bear crosses
waldensian schools sidestepped
side stepped mussolinis
requirement by displaying a picture of jesus with the
children rather than a cross henry arnaud
little
the seventeenth century pastor soldier historian
recorded that the cross was a symbol of apostate
christianity
christanity
Christ anity see the prefactory compendium of
glorious recovery pp
ap xxvii xxix

15

pellice

R

watts

world

p

4

17

tourn the Walden
waldensians
sians p 13
watts waldenses in new world

p

4

19

20

ed

stephens never failing light
claudina 1957 p 26
M

16

18

nd

waldenses in

new

torre

historians who believed in apostolic origin included
dr alexis muston a french pastor jean leger
waldensian pastor historian henry arnaud waldensian
pastor
pastorhistorian
historian and soldier james D mccabe
american historian and william st gilly an anglican
priest to name some of the more prominent
historical publications cited in foregoing notes
historians who claim waldo was the founder of the
waldensian church include peter toon who published in
Diction arv of the christian
the new international dictionary
church 1974 sv waldense
also will durant
popular historian and giorgio tourn pastor and
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intellectual leader

of the waldensian church today as
well as other modern historians too numerous to list
21

adeney

22
23

ibid p 667
william strong

24

stephens

25

autobiography
marie madeleine cardon guild
typescript in possession of author p 2
hereafter
guild autobiography
guildf
cited as guilaf
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the first serious village massacre in the alpine
valleys occurred on christmas eve 1386 when armed
troops of inquisitor borelli descended on the valley
pragelato
gelato
of Pra
the inhabitants forewarned fled to the
mountain at the foot of which their villages were
high up on the icy slopes of the
teredO
shei
shel
sheltered
mountain fifty little children died from exposure
with their mothers beside them no less than 150
people perished that night whilst the villages were
stephens burning bush p 19
delivered to flames

p

666

ses
waiden
waldenses
brief sketch of the walden
p 47
lawrence kansas university press 1893
A

burning bush

p

12

0
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waldensians
sians claim to be the oldest protestant
the Walden
they believe that their
church in the world
doctrine emphasizing bible teachings and the apostasy
of the catholic church established a foundation for
Walden sians p 76
later reform movements in the waldensians
tourn indicates that the reformation in fact
waldensians
absorbed the waldensian church
sians had
the Walden
to choose to become a part of the reformation or to be
dissolved
also from page 74 the most radical
elements
insisted that the whole thrust and
organization of the old waldensian movement should be
As a
fully integrated into the reformation effort
waldensians
sians adopted their
result of this decision the Walden
confessions of faith a statement of beliefs that
aligned them with the protestant movement at the synod
73
of Chan
chanforan
foran in 1532 p 73.
the preface reads in part that the waldenses give
thanks to god that having received the bible from the
apostles or their immediate successors they have
always preserved to themselves the enjoyment of the
strong
blessings
stephens burning bush p 13
quotes the preface in A brief sketch of the waldenses
38
is
flit
tiit
tilt
3738
lawrence university press 1893 p 37
it
to thee alone 1I present this precious treasure in the
0

28

name

of a

certain

poor people

thy friends

and

32

brethren of jesus christ who ever since they were
blessed and enriched with it by the apostles and
ambas adors of christy
ambassadors
ambasadors
have still possessed and enjoyed
christ
note difference in translations
the same
29

adeney

p

30

captain

RM

pellice
p

31
32

95

669

stephens never failing li
light torre
italy Libr
eria
erla Ed
labrena
editrice
libreria
librena
itrice claudiana 1957

cross and crown p 54
40
mccabe lists the methods by which
ibid p 39
3940
jordan tertian was
the heretics were eliminated
ugon
agon Chi
amps of
chiamps
burned alive at suza
chiamas
suza
was
Fen
and
to
at
conducted
taken
fenestrelle
estrelle
leis were torn out and flung into
bowels
turin where his bow
a basin without his suffering being terminated even
peter geymonat of bobi
by this frightful torture
died
lied at lucerna with a living cat in the interior of
his body mary romaine was buried alive at roche
plate madeleine fontane suffered the same fate at st
john michel gonet a man almost a hundred years of
age was burned alive at sarcena
Sar cena susanna micheline
barcena
at the same place was left in a dying state upon the
snow
bartholomew franche having been hacked with
sabres
fabres had his wounds filled with quicklime and
expired in this manner at afenil
fenil daniel michelin had
his tongue torn out at bobi for having praised god
james baridon died covered with brimstone matches
which they had fastened between his fingers and about
his lips his nostrils and all parts of his body
daniel revel had his mouth filled with gunpowder
which was set on fire and the explosion of which tore
bounin was taken in the
his head in pieces mary mounin
combe of liouta
liousa the flesh of her cheeks and of her
chin was removed so that the jaws were exposed and
paul garnier
gamier
gamler was
in this way she was left to die
ln
slowly mangled at rora thomas marguet mutilated in an
bouc and
mirabouc
indescribable manner at the fort of Mira
A number of
susanna jaquin cut in pieces at la tour
escape
young women of Tail
outrages
in
to
order
laret
taillaret
more dreadful to them than death flung
still
zhem
zhemselves
themselves
selves from a precipice and perished among the
was cleft up through the
rostagnol
rocks
sarah Ro
stagnol
middle of her body and was left in a dying state on
anne charbonnier was
the road from eyrals to lucerna
impaled alive and borne in this state like a banner
paesano
paesane
from st jean to la tour
at Pae sane daniel rambaud
had his nails torn out then his fingers cut off then
his feet and hands were severed by blows of hatchets
and then his arms and legs were separated from his
body upon each refusal that he made to abjure the
mccabe

.22
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there is not

rock in the vaudois valleys
which can not be looked on as a monument of death
nor a meadow but has been the scene of some execution
no history
not a village but has had its martyrs
however complete can contain a record of them all

gospel

33

a

at 400 am on the saturday before easter sunday
april 24 1655 a signal from a cannon alerted the
troops they arose and began the systematic slaughter
no age was spared
of entire villages
the
waldensian pastor historian jean leger gave a
ap 71detailed account of this day see mccabe pp
were
73
arms
from
torn
of their
the
children
little
mothers dashed against the rocks and cast carelessly
away
the sick or the aged both men and women were
either burned in their houses or hacked in pieces or
murdered and flayed alive they were
mutilated half
halfmurdered
exposed in a dying state to the heat of the sun or to
the flames or to ferocious beasts others were tied
in a state of nakedness into the form of balls the
head between the legs and in this state were rolled
down the precipices
precipiced some of them torn and bruised
by the rocks from which they had rebounded remained
suspended from some projecting rock or the branch of
some

tree

groaned fortyeight
forty eight hours
still
women and young girls were violated

and

afterward
impaled set up naked upon pikes at the corners of
roads buried alive roasted upon lances and cut in
pieces by the soldiers of the faith as by cannibals
then after the massacre the children which had
survived it and were found wandering in the woods
were carried away or the children were forcibly taken
from what remained of their afflicted family to be
conveyed into the dwellings of these butchers and
into monasteries like lambs taken to the slaughter
and finally conflagration the monks the
house
propagandists and the zealous catholics running from
house to house with resinous torches or incendiary
projectiles and ravaging in the midst of the fires
leger feared
these village now filled with corpses
that his account might be suspect and so concluded his
not be said that
narrative with these words
it
let
1I exaggerate things upon account of the persecutions
which 1I myself personally have endured 1I have
traveled from one village to another to collect the
authentic testimonies of the survivors who deposed
what things they had seen before two notaries who
accompanied me
in some places fathers had seen their
children torn through the midst by the strength of
mengs
mens
ments arms or cut through with swords in other
places mothers had seen their daughters forced or
daughters had witnessed
murdered in their presence
the mutilation of the living bodies of their fathers
brothers had seen the mouths of their brothers filled

y
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with powder to which the persecutors set fire making
the head fly in pieces pregnant women had been ripped
up and the fruit of their womb had been seen taken
living from their bowels what shall 1I say 0 my
god
these are the things which 1I can tell
34

stephens
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tourn
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never

failing light

p

144

waldensians
the Walden
sians p 136
arnaud glorious recovery p 202
p 2
guild autobiography
guild writes about
being loyal to the laws of the land
in children of
the valleys
marriner and stephan cardon indicate that
vali
vail
vall
the present boundaries of france and italy follow the
highest crests of the cottian
bottian alps but in times
past sovereignty oger
over these valleys shifted many
from roman
romah and holy roman emperors to italian
times
timesfrom
princes to french kings to italian dukes to french
emperor and then to sardinian king
p 1
the
Walden
waldensians
sians were members of a closed community who
ly As the waldensian converts to
endogamous
married endogamously
the mormon church bore french names it is probable
that most were of french rather than italian or swiss

extraction
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pp 170
171
170171
lorenzo snow ap
autobiogr a ical sketch and
parley autobiographical
madeleine malan farley
LDS genealogical library
family record
salt lake
city utah hereafter cited as autobiography
autobiography and family record
stephen malan
MS
1893
archives of the historical department of
day saints
the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter
hereafter church archives account cited hereafter
as autobiography
also accounts of pons
dissatisfaction
see stephen
were cited by children of malan and
malan autobiography and lydia pons farley
historical
LDS genealogical library
genealogical
sketch
surveys
1911
autobiographies and
SurveysF LDS members
ancestors collected by genealogical society of utah
march 1955 vol 24
hereafter cited as historical
sketch
see appendix B
emblem and motto of the waldensian
snow

church

CHAPTER 11
II
ONVERS IONS
lons
conversions

TO MORMONISM
it

recurring theme in the missionaries letters and in
the records of the waldensian converts to the mormon church
is the frequent reference to dreams that foreshadowed
events to come this was unusual as none of the general
sians
slans
Walden
waiden
waldensians
ians identify prophetic dreams as a
lans
histories of the waldens
valdens
yet several dreams are
common experience among the people
carefully detailed in autobiographies and life sketches of
A

the waldense

who became mormon

converts

one of the most

dramatic relating to conversion was described by marie
madaline cardon some years after her arrival in utah
when 1I was child of but six or seven years old in the
year 1840 or 1841 1I received a very remarkable
manifestation 1I desire to tell it just as
A strange
1I was upstairs in bed
happened 0
appeared that 1I was a young
feeling came over me
1I thought 1I was on a
woman instead of a mere child
small strip of meadow close to our vineyard keeping
my
seemed that 1I was
mild sic cows
sitting on the grass reading a sunday school book 1I
As
looked up and saw three strangers in front of me
1I looked into their faces 1I dropped my eyes instantly
being very much frightened
suddenly the thought came
to me that 1I must look at them that 1I might remember
so 1I looked them straight in the face
them
one of them seeing that 1I was afraid said
fear not
for we are servants of god and have come from afar to

it

1

it

fathers

&

it

1

preach unto the world the everlasting gospel which
whish
has been restored to the earth in the last days

these
heavens and

told marie that god had spoken from the
that she would be the means of bringing her

men
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parents and family into the great gathering
gather ing of saints and
that the day was not far off when her family would leave
their home cross the great ocean and travel across the
wilderness to a place where they could serve god according
to the dictates of their own conscience
they gave her
some

small books and told her to read them

and then

marie was so distraught by this vision that
she took clothes in hand and ran down to her mother who was

disappeared

seeing that she was very pale her
my
me
up
mother asked if she were alile
took
ilile
father
iii
ill
dressed me and questioned me until 1I had told him all 1I
2
had seen and heard
this unusual manifestation appears
cooking

breakfast

to have occurred a decade before
arrived in piedmont

mormon

missionaries

the missionaries began their work among the
Walden
waldensians
sians they were often surprised by many dream
related experiences one sister greeted lorenzo snow with
when

these words mr snow it is the
my bodily eyes
but the lord gave
weeks ago

first
me a

time

1I

see you with

manifestation

in which 1I saw you as plain as

1I

see you

a few
now

913
113

debez woodard was surprised to
another occasion elder jebez
find that a member had prepared for his coming
1I descended with
on tuesday the sixth of may 1851
a teacher from the mountains above the chapel of st
we
rested for the night near the church of
lorenzo
angevegna
Ange vegna
the next morning we pursued our journey
we
a
when
day
mid
house
of
at
midday
the
arrived
till
we
family
and
had
his
friends
told
that
he
brother
were coming although 1I had not told anyone that it
was my intention to pass that way but said he 4the
the
athe
lord made it known to me last night in my sleep

on

37

it

appears that dreams played

a

part in the conversion

Walden sians and that they did not cease
italian waldensians
after the italian converts settled in the western

of the

frontier

indeed there is some evidence that such dreams
occurred in succeeding generations of waldense
5

these unique manifestations were
not limited to the vaudois
lorenzo snow reported a dream
in the opening months of the italian mission that in light
of his limited success seemed prophetic
1I was in company with some friends
on a fishing
excursion we were delighted with seeing large and
beautiful fish on the surface of the water all
we saw many persons
around to a great distance
1I discovered that a
spreading their nets and line
1I drew in my line
and
fish had got upon my hook
was not a little surprised and mortified at the
smallness of my prize 1I thought it very strange
that among such a multitude of noble superior looking
fish 1I should have made so small a haul but all my
disappointment vanished when 1I discovered that its
it
qualities were of a very extraordinary character
although dreams may have played an important part in
preparing several Walden
waldensians
sians for the message brought by
descendants

however

0

elders it was the doctrine of priesthood or
divine authority that some families found most

the

mormon

accounts of conversions in the malan and cardon
families focus on priesthood authority
john D malan was the son of a prominent landowner
whose father and grandfather had served as mayors of
angrogne
Ang rogne
several cousins held government appointments and
malan had been offered positions of leadership in his
church and community but he had refused these offers
his
son stephen wrote in his personal history that malan was
appealing
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dissatisfied with

the teachings of the mountain
church and was often seen in company with some intimate
friend engaged in a religious discussion upon the extent
many of

that corrupt practices and doctrine had infiltrated the
8
waldensian church
the first real proselyting success in
italy came in january of 1851 when elder jebez
debez woodard
walked into the shop of malans son
in law in la tour
soninlaw
missionaries had preached for several weeks with no
success when the son of their landlord threeyearold
three year old
joseph grey became seriously ill
lorenzo snow with two
companions went up on the mountain side to pray for
josephs recovery snow concluded his prayer by stating
that he knew of no sacrifice he was not willing to make for
upon their return to torre pellice the
the sick child
missionaries ministered to joseph gray by the laying on of
hands
within hours he was greatly improved and soon
Q

recovered
however

two weeks

later

on

september

19

1850

the

LDS church was organized in italy snows wife
snow
squires
died suddenly in salt lake city
charlotte
conci dence of the
confidence
eliza R snow his sister noted the concidence
prayer and charlottes death in her journal concluding that
she felt lorenzo did not realize the possible consequence
convenant
venant he had made at the time he prayed for the
of the con
a
made
no
as
were
appears
conversions
sick child
that
it
result of the childs recovery
day the

one candidate

john antoine bose

applied for baptism
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late october 1850 however it was the chance meeting
with malan that brought the mormon elders their first real
in

proselyting success stephen malan writes
my father and 1I were at la tour
one mile and a half
we called at my
from our own place of residence
sister marys who with her husband a tailor lived
in town
while there a man of gentlemanly appearance
entered my sister introduced us to him after a
short conversation during which he disclosed his
business in our country my father invited him to
accompany us to our home
he told father that
inasmuch as he was commissioned to preach the gospel
in the same manner as christs apostles and preach
the same doctrine he determined to do so if he
could obtain a house where he could have the neighbors
we were able to gather some twenty
assemble
twentyfive
five or
more of the nearest neighbors and thereafter heard
the gospel in all its light and truth
we were so edified and elated that we
invited
some few days after having at
him to come again
preached he gave us an outline of his
first
commission from the heavenly one
told of his
authority to ordain others to the priesthood and that
he himself was duly ordained
As he talked we
we
pondered upon it and were convinced of the trutho
truthe
truth
the result of this gathering was that malan his wife
four children and eight relatives were baptized into the
john daniel malan became the
church on february 25 1851
D
john
sons
in
ordained
waldensian
elder
his
italy
first
and stephen became the

first priests

and the malan home

headquarters john D and stephen were
appointed to labor along with the foreign missionaries and
john D later filled a short mission to switzerland before
emigrating to utah in 1854
madeleine malan records that at the conclusion of one
of the early meetings with the mormon elders my brother
Ang rogne
john D
applied for baptism walked to the river angrogne
broke the ice and was baptized that very night
the
became the mission
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next day those of the family of proper age were also
baptized
several days later some of malans neighbors

also applied for baptism
perhaps

it

was

at

10

one of these

barthelemy pons exclaimed

it is true

11

early meetings that

this is the church for

me

1I

he was baptized

less than a month
after the malan clan on march 17 1851 his wife marie
anne pons and four of their children were baptized four
know

months

later

the justet family became the next major family to join
the church
daniel justet a stone mason living near
panache
pinache
Pi nache was baptized april 17 1851
his wife and
children became members the following year in august of
that year the elders found michael beus a farmer living
cramol
at pramol
14

michael and wife marie were baptized on august

1851 by john

D

who became members

many

they had several small children

malan
sometime

later

12

waldensian families developed

in what they called

a

serious interest
some joined but

the american church
later fell away as persecution increased as the italian
saints grew in number three branches of the church were
angrogne
rogne st germain
established rather early in Ang

and

between august and september of 1853

A

bartholomew

Pra rustin developed the following year
branch at prarustin

As

st
small

the

speaking community there
frenchspeaking
french
was a need for tracts and other material in that language
subsequently elder snow wrote a tract called the voice of

Walden
waldensians
sians were

largely

a
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joseph

translated into french and printed in
england
another entitled the ancient gospel restored
was published in turin in the french language
this
material was widely circulated among the people within
the year the book of mormon was translated and published in
both french and italian and made available to the people
word of the strange men and their peculiar doctrine
gradually filtered throughout the valleys and down to the
which was

A

piedmont plain where

it

reached the ears of philippe

family
ly had lived in the village of
the cardon fami
cardon prior
pri or to the edict of emancipation and it had been
in that village that marie madeleine had her unusual
cardon

I1

philippe
pinfrolo
moved his family down to san secondo di pinerolo
Pine rolo on the
edge of the piedmont plains where he worked as an architect
1
and builder
I well remember my father coming home on
saturday afternoon and asking my mother to get his sunday
clothes ready he had just heard of three strangers in
palais de la tour preaching the same doctrine which the
three had taught in my childhood dream marie madeleine
13
he dressed carefully then started off in
recorded
search of the missionaries he arrived at the mormon
meeting place on sunday morning
ust in time to hear
just
snow
snowss sermon
after the meeting philippe cardon introduced himself
on the
and invited the elders to return home with him
way he related his daughters dream
when the elders
childhood dream

sometime in the

late

1840
18401s
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that evening they asked about
marie madaleine and were told that she was out on the small
strip of meadow years later she recalled her meeting with
the mormon elders
1I had seen in that
be
spot
seemed
to
the
identical
it
1I was sitting on the grass
vision of childhood
1I did not hear them
reading a sunday school book
daughter who had
until my father said
this is my
upon being
the vision concerning strangers
introduced 1I shook hands with each of them they took
some tracts or small books from their pockets and
1I had heard in my
veryya
same
verysame
spoke the ver
words
y4
vision
so unusual was the
two cardon descendants wrote that
word which the missionaries carried that the men stayed up
15
the
all night learning of the newly revealed truths
bardons appear to have been impressed by the fact that
cardons
these mormon missionaries claimed the same authority held
most of the cardon family were
by the early apostles
baptized in 1852 the cardon home became the center of
reached the cardon

home

a

activity in the st bartholomew branch of the mission
this home was a friendly looking rock structure built

of

native materials even to the roof which was made of layers
since philippe was a mason by trade his house
of slate
1116

marie madeleine
probably better than average
cardon recalls that her family had a large brick oven and
up
one
to
bake
was
them
hundred
saturday
for
each
usual
it
pounds of flour to feed the people who came for services on
sunday
marie madeleine a young woman of eighteen at that
was

time

spoke both french and

dialect

of the mountaineers

italian

and understood the

therefore she

was

selected
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to travel with the elders on journeys to the higher reaches
of the valleys where she acted as interpreter for elder
george D keaton J B woodward and other missionaries
newly converted native elders were also called to aid the
missionary effort
mission records indicate that malan
pons and later john bertoch an elderly widower who joined
the church in 1853 were sent out to preach and baptize in
the valleys cardon and malan also served as branch
presidents with malan taking charge of the mission in the
absence of the american elders
few conversions however were

made as

easily as those

Walden sians open
described the missionaries found the waldensians
however they felt that the
frank and willing to listen
waldense had been confined to their alpine valleys for so
amid the
tradition
loveliness of nature 1I found the soul of man like a
wilderness snow complained in a letter to president hyde

long that they had become grounded in

dated january
every

25

1851

holds a creed which has been transmitted
from sire to son for a thousand years whether he be
protestant or catholic and often he will lay his hand
on his heart and swear by the faith of his
they
as
and
he
have
die
will
live
forefathers th
that
thal
f
lived and died
man

seven teenyea
year oid
seventeen
teen year
old stephen malan
seventeenyearold
missionaries and served as their clerk

who

aided the

reported that the
lies perpetuated by

proselyting effort was hindered by
ministers of the region
iwith
idith few exceptions when preaching to a gathered
with
assembly for the first time
they acknowledged
so
much
had
they
never
heard
in
lives
their
that
0
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nor
truthy
heard the gospel preached with such purity
truth
and principlev
principles
principle
then the ministers would revile us
and announce that we were hired by brigham young to
convert them as bait and to bring them to the
western desert of america where we would become
slaves and our young women would be taken possession
of by the infamous polygamist and biss associates to

satiate their lust

and debauchery

evidently when the mormon missionaries made their return
visits there was no one to receive them many people being
sixty six year old henry
intimidated by such accusations sixtysix
chatelain appears not to have been put off by such tales
elder woodard recorded iinn his diary
august 19 1853 1I baptized several persons in the
river among them henriette chatelain and most of her
1
I visited them when the mother was
family
fathers
sick and this caused the sectarians around to caution
the family against the visits of a polygamist
finding they were trying to excite prejudice in that
way 1I went again and preached plurality to the father
and the result was as it will ever be to an honest
mind
the house soon became a stopping place for
elders and some of the highest names in the church
wurch
have ate and slept beneath that humble roof
missionaries and their contacts faced worse problems
waldensians
than doctrinal differences
the Walden
sians had
experienced poverty and hardship for generations but the
mid 1850s was a time of serious deprivation in piedmont as
well as in other parts of europe the period between the
mid and late 1840s was known as the hungry forties
for
this was the time of the potato famine in ireland and
similar blights plagued other countries the restrictions
placed on the waldense during the previous century had
prevented them from leaving their valleys by the time the
mormon missionaries reached the piedmont valleys
in
addition to famine the region was seriously overcrowded
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snow

estimated the population at 26000 when he arrived in
1850 6000 more than had lived in the region in earlier
years
the edict of emancipation had lifted restrictions
on

travel

and very

however

the people generally
generall were very poor

attached to their homeland

few had the means or

desire to relocate
adding to the miseries of the vaudois were blights

that hit the protestant valleys about the middle of the
nineteenth century during this period the price of grain
increased dramatically due to scarcity and potato rot
destroyed the potato crop acres and acres of grapes were
covered with a minute fungi and other fruits hung rotten
some of the would be
upon the vine
samuel francis wrote
wise say that none of these things transpired until the
mormons
mormons1 arrived and they firmly believe that we are
jonahs
jonass
and threatened us that if the plague doesnt stop
Jo nahs
20
fl20
soon they will throw us overboard
pierre stalles situation was typical of many who
farmed the alpine valleys at this time
stalle first
invested in sheep but a disease ki
lied them about the
killed
same time phyloxera
phylloxera
phylo xera attacked his grape vines
stalle was
compe
Ang rogne and move to
compelled
aled
lled to sell his farm in angrogne
lied
prarusotin
prarustin
Pra rustin where he owned a smaller and less productive
farm
this property was located higher in the hills and
21
was not as fertile as the one he sold
the shalles
stalles were
among many who joined the church in 1853 and desired to
11gather
gather to zion with the rest of the saints however
11
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because of the economic conditions of the time

disposal of

talie
the stalie
stalle
talle farm appeared unlikely
E

despite or perhaps because of the poor economic
conditions 1853 was the year of the greatest number of
v

convert baptisms
TABLE

mormon

1850
1851
1852

1

20
16
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1854
1855

1

convert baptisms
1856
1857
1858

54
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24

1859
1860
1861
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10
0

1

6
5

richards the italian mission salt
pp
ap 297
1931
312
297312
lake city magazine publishing co
SOURCE

daniel

B

some
appears
Walden
likely
waldensians
sians anxious to
that
it
escape the poverty and deprivation in their homeland read

glowing
glowi
glodi ng accounts of zion in the mission
0

to emigration as

a means

to

a

tracts

and looked

better life

rhe
the missionaries perhaps unwittingly promoted this
joseph reads
option for example page 16 of the voice of jos
we are all richthere
rich there is no real
here in zion
poverty all men have access to the soil the pasture
the timber the water power and all the elements of
wealth without money or price
in this peaceful
country many thousand saints have already assembled
they have laid out a city called great salt lake
city
in addition to their private dwellings they
have raised several elegant and magnificent public
buildings many mills are in operation and factories
having come up
also in course of erection
they are not forgetful in
through great tribulation
brethren who are still in
their prosperity of their
adversity scattered among the nations accordingly
they have established a perpetual emigrating fund
many thousands of
for the emigration of the poor
dollars have already been donated for this purpose
As the gathering of israel from every nation has been
decreed by the lord this fund has been so arranged as
to be increased to millions by which the poor and
virtuous among men can be assisted and with perfect
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their heads and
lift
their deliverance is nigh

assurance

hour of

rejoice
joice for the
jolce

up

this pamphlet circulated widely

1I

among

the vaudois

converts were being encouraged to sell their lant
lan
ian
agather
and igather
gather to zion
from 1853 on the waldense branches lost membership
partly because of emigration and partly because of fewer

while

new

91

baptisms and many ex
excommunications
communications
year

the missionaries regularly

the church cutting off
such action were

some of

for beginning in that
pruned the vineyard of

the dead

wood

reasons for

cited in church records as infidelity to

negligence 30 apostasy
the church 43
and one case each of evil and immorality

11

cowardice

9

unbelief and
absurdities by 1862 72 out of 177 members of record were
excommunicated from the church in italy a third of the
23
total membership of the italian mission
in the case of nine waldense who joined the church
because they believed they would be emigrated to utah this
action may have been justified however some evidence
points to the possibility that the missionaries may have
been overzealous in cutting off members
LDS records of
the italian mission record that the widow marthe gaudin was
excommunicated for cowardice
her daughter susanna gaudin
cardon the only member of the gaudin family to emigrate to
utah alleged that the elders encouraged this poor widow
susanna
to sell her home and give the money to them
explained that her mother worked sundays and so often was
unable to attend meetings and because of this and other

48

reasons

widow gaudin was cut

24

off from the church
elder james gardiol his wife catherine and most of
their eleven children were baptized june 14 1854 by elder
james predict
the following year one of his elder
daughters marie anne gardiol emigrated to utah with the
help of the perpetual emigration fund and became the sixth
plural wife of john dalton the next year gardiols eldest
son daniel left for france
elder gardiol and another
son jean jaques were excommunicated february 1 1857 the
son for infidelity and bad conduct gardiol for lying
infidelity and at his own request A family group sheet
and membership records of the italian mission indicate that
the remaining family members stayed in the church but did
not emigrate
however after the justet family left they
25
away

also fell
the list of those excommunicated included elder JA
david roman louise
bose the first vaudois convert
chatelain john michael rostan and several members of the
daniel justet family all but bose came to utah and
mission
returned to full fellowship in the church
records indicate that elder john daniel malan was
excommunicated at one point even though these records are
full of praise for his work as branch president and acting
mission president in the absence of the full time
26

missionaries
rrussionar ies
les
such evidence seems to indicate that at least
the excommunications

may

not have been warranted

some of

evert

How
however
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it

practice in the LDS
appears
church to cut people off for minor infractions
it
that in their zeal to prune the vineyard of the church
the missionaries lopped off a few faithfulbranches
faithful branches one
third seems like an excessive loss however this
in the mid 1800s

statistic

was common

becomes more meaningful when compared with

membership records of the english mission during the same

larson records in outline history of utah and the
mormons 15000 about half of the english saints were
excommunicated during the mid 1800s because they were not
27
spiritually converted
for some the disciplinary action seems to have had
period

little

effect

rostan who
negligence

on

their life

as in the case of john michael

was excommunicated in 1857

for deceit and
emigrated to utah

in 1860 rostan then 32
thirty year old wife marthe who remained in good
with his thirtyyearold
standing on church records they crossed the atlantic on

the ship

wm

tapscott

and came to utah with

captain oscar

company
arriving in salt lake on
handcart
stoddards
rebaptized
rebaptizer upon
september 24 1860 apparently rostan was re
baptized

0

the couple settled in ogden and on
were endowed and sealed in the endowment

his arrival in utah
march

house

9

1861

28

mission records indicated that david roman and most of
the members of the justet family were reinstated in italy
before emigrating to utah louise chatelains membership
problems were evidently resolved in utah

excommunicated

50

just before she emigrated in 1860 by means of the perpetual
emigrating fund louise became the second plural wife of
john daniel malan in utah
endowment house on

they were married in the

january

11

18610
1861
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missiopary
missionary
missi opary effort in
most of the
the protestant valleys was on the decline
vital leadership had emigrated to utah leaving many poorer
converts who were denied any temporal assistance by the
by the end of 1857

the

mormon

waldensian ministers unless they renounced their

new found

faith
elder samuel francis who replaced elder snow left
the valleys to do missionary work in turin on july 2 1856
and elder ruban took charge of the mission
ruban was
released from his mission that fall francis was
unsuccessful in turin and when he returned to the alpine
valleys he realized that the work was without leadership
the numbers were becoming smaller and of the few saints
that remained many were in dire poverty francis worked
for a time with these humble members but evidently became
discouraged
he left the valleys permanently on february
13 1857 declaring
neither the people nor their pastors
were any longer worthy of

italian saints

were

left

0
330

their faithful ancestors
in the charge of

the

a young

waldensian elder by the name of jacob rivoir
when john D malan returned to the valleys as

a

missionary toward the end of 1857 he met with little
success by the time he left in 1859 the work was at

a

51

standstill

jacob rivoir emigrated in april of 1866
two years later daniel and
sailing on the caroline
jane justet with their five daughters and son daniel left

justers were the last of the
the justets
original mormon converts to emigrate they had been
advised to seek passage that year as steam ships were
replacing sailing vessels upon the ocean and fares were
going up
re
rebaptized
daniel justet was rebaptizer
baptized in october 1868 in
31
southern utah
jacob rivoir who had married a waldense wife in utah
the valleys for utah

july

called to serve a mission in italy
about 1877
catherine young rivoir went with him and bore
a child alma abinadi rivoir in turin italy on may 30
1879
evidently they had no success either in reactivating
the branches or converting new members they returned on
the

22

was

1872

ings
ints
wisconsin
Wiscons

sailing with

some nonmember

relatives

and
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arrived in america october 23 1880
this appears to
have been the last attempt by church authorities in the
nineteenth century to reestablish the piedmont branches
the italian mission as a separate mission of the church
was

it

destined to remain closed until november 10 1966 when
was reopened and rededicated by ezra taft benson at

torre pellice

33

in conclusion

it

appears that

a few

waldense
Ial dense were

prepared to receive the message of the mormon elders
vaudois seem to have been moved by the message of

restoration but later

when

many

confronted by their ministers
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the scorn of their neighbors they either refused
baptism or fell away the religious tradition of the
vaudois probably hindered more than helped the mormon
missionary effort in the protestant valleys
initially
and

believed that the parallels between the
th two churches
would attract interest
later he came to feel that these
pastoral people had lived apart from the world for so many
centuries that many found the adoption of new ideas
difficult if not impossible the economic circumstances
of the period encouraged some to join the church in an
effort to escape poverty in their own land when these
were discovered they were cut off from the LDS church
snow

with weak faith probably fell away because of
pers
persecution
perscution
cution for several converts lost their jobs had
many

children expelled from school and were intimidated by
34
excommunications took
friends relatives and neighbors
one third of the members of record out of the branches
another third was lost to emigration the remaining saints
fell into inactivity and the italian mission dissolved
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CHAPTER

immigration

lii
ili

111
III

TO

ZION

ami 1 ies
mature men led the waldensian ffamilies
les

the time of baptism
emigrated

and

half

to

age was forty
six
fortysix

their average

utah in the mid 1800s

who came

were over

though none were wealthy

fifty

when

at

they

most could be

considered economically better off than the average
waldensian of the day and none were in dire poverty
each
family averaged five children most of whom were nearing
adulthood at the time they emigrated
did not join the

italy

some

adult children

church and elected to remain in

LDS

most of the men had been ordained

elders

and held

leadership positions in the four branches of the LDS church
in piedmont prior to their departure
half had been
widowed however most were married or had remarried at the
time of

their baptism

1

the waldensian converts
in three main companies
on

february

7

to america traveled
company left piedmont

who came

the

first

pons
and
comprised
and
barthelemy
1854
the

philippe cardon families and the five adult children of
john bertoch who remained behind to do missionary work
the second company
maian family
the malan
mary

which

left

on march

1855

was led by

daniels oldest daughter
two
year old daughter julia
twoyearold

and included J

catherine gaydou her

7
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law david roman a widower with a
malans brother in
inlaw
year old son daniel
four
fouryearold
elder john bertoch and
accom
seventeen year old john james bonnett also accompanied
seventeenyearold
acied
accod anied
them
Br odero a friend of roman and anthony
thern dominic brodero
bredero
gaydou catherines estranged husband met this party in
liverpool malan insisted brodero
bredero and gaydou be baptized
and

W

before setting sail
the third company left piedmont on november 28 1855
a little over eight months after the departure of the
peter
of
second group
michael
the
the
beus
consisted
it

additionally two
Chate
chatelaine
chatelains
lazald with his
lains peter and henriette and peter bazald
two children came with this group
also three young
madelaina
madeleina
adults traveled in the company marianne gardiol Ma
delaina

stalle

and the michel roshon

malan and suzanne goudin

families

all other vaudois converts

came

later
mission records indicate that only three families were
philippe cardon and
able to pay all of their own passage
barthelemy pons were able to sell their lands to meet their

but both suffered substantial loss in doing so
daniel justet also appears to have paid for the passage for
hi
hiss family of efforts to sell the cardon property mary
expenses

catherine wrote
go
we
were
intending
known
to
to
became
that
it people became concerned many
threats were
utah the
when father offered our home for
made against us
sale some wanted to burn us out so that we could not
we
money
make
enough
journey
could not
to
the
raise
get what our property was worth that which we did
gave
a
great
was
at
father
sold
sacrifice
sell

when
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considerable property to

my

oldest sister as she

was

to remain in that land
she was the only one of our
no doubt she
family who had not embraced the gospel
would have done so had it not been for her hubbrd
husband
husbrd
he was very much opposed to the church
0

0

large vineyard barthelemy pons had
problems of a different sort
elder woodard writing from
pinerolo
pinfrolo
Pine rolo apparently about pons in september 1853 recorded
As

the owner of

a

the effects of grape blight
the other day 1I searched almost half a day in the
vineyard of a brother but could not find grapes
enough to make our sacramental wine
he has now sold
he possessed to prepare for zion but 1I need not
all how
say
immensely the value of this property was
diminished
john bertoch had provided for his family by farming
the steep slopes near st germain he grew grapes wheat

potatoes chestnuts and
constructed of chestnut

some

vegetables

wood

raw hide

his

home was

and stones

mortar

typical of the
area it had three levels the bottom for tools and animals
and the upper levels for the family
after selling it
bertoch found that he had only 169.50
16950 to put toward the
fares of his five children the total cost for
296.50
transporting them to utah was 29650
29650 the difference was
provided
provi ded by the perpetual emigrating fund
this left each
and

slate

rock were used for the roof

25.35
of the children with a debt of 2535
2535 which they were
4
expected to repay upon arrival in zion
company
an
was
emigration
practice
in
perpetual
the
organizational device for recruiting and supplying the
laborers that were needed in the great basin agents in

england selected the emigrants to be aided from
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applications that were submitted
emigrated occupation was

in selecting those to be

important consideration second
only to integrity and moral worth
those who emigrated
under the program were expected to repay their loans as
91

an

5

possible after their arrival in the great basin
since mechanics artisans iron manufacturers metal
workers textile manufacturers and potters were badly
needed converts with these occupations received
6
As most of the Walden
waldensians
priority
sians were farmers and
laborers it appears that many of their applications were
passed over
far more vaudois applied for financial
7
fund
assistance than were transported to america by this fundo
most of the Walden
waldensians
sians who came to utah after the
soon as

first

company could not have made the

of the perpetual emigration company
1854 and 1868

35

trip without the help
in the period between

waldense received church funds

27

including the first and last families to leave italy and
p8
the plight
several single adults paid their own passage
of the stalle family was typical of most of the vaudois
families who desired to emigrate they were simply unable
to sell their farm
in 1855

franklin

D

richards

and two

other

missionaries were hiding from a mob in the high mountain
passes on the south slope of one of the mountains near
prarustin
they had been three days without food the
Pra rustin
morning they arrived at the stalle house
susette stalle
sixteen ran out and milked the goats while her mother
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prepared

a meal

for the elders

As

the missionaries

richards told sister stalle that the
family should go to zion
she did not think it possible
finally it was decided that susette and her cousin susanne
gaudin would emigrate As the time for departure drew
near president richards sent word for the elders to have
prepared to leave

the entire family of the girl who milked the goats
brought out As daniel the oldest son had been drafted
into the army it took pierres efforts day and night to
9
secure his release in time to leave with the family

evidently michael beus like stalle left a farm
10
his wife marianne
without receiving anything for it
sewed what few coins she had into her clothing so the
family would have some money when they arrived in utah
the passenger manifest of the john J boyd lists peter
bazald
lazald as an agriculturist accompanied by his two
teenage children As his wife did not travel with the
family it may have been that he left the farm to her or
perhaps
passage

he sold

at

any

it

for enough

money to pay

rate Lasal
lasalde
lasalds
ds fare

the

was paid by

childrens
the

perpetual emigration fund michel roshon was a likely
candidate for emigration by the fund as he was a
carpenter the entire roshon family were emigrated under
11

the program
john D malans daughter madeleine
family as being rather well off

italy

father owned
one the summer residence
in

our

recalls her

two places of residence
was upon the mountain side
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where he kept a dairy at la orchia
archia meaning the
he owned some meadow land nearby
ark
the
winter residence was situated toward the foot of the
slope near the town of la tour and not far from the
Ang rogne where father owned an oil press
in
river angrogne
the winter he pressed the oil out of walnuts
hazelnuts and hemp seed and supplied the whole
community with the yea
lamp
and
years
of
supply
oil
oil
2
0

for culinary purposes

is

this passage implies that

malan was a man of means

passage for the malan family was provided by the
perpetual emigration fund an american missionary

however

described malans circumstances in these words
the following day we walked some few miles along the
galans
side of the mountains to elder Ma
the president
malans
lans
Ang rogna
of the branch in angrogna
this brother and his
family are all good saints and are all well grounded
in the principles of the gospel being always ready
with their means what little they have to help to
roll on the work of god but they like the majority
or
those
of the people in
valleys
mountain
hose
rather
inthose
ini
sides are poor
family records contain no information on the sale of
malans property apparently malan was among those who
were unable to dispose of their holdings
the statements
concerning the circumstances of the malan family are
interesting in that they portray the disparity between how
the waldense perceived themselves and their wealth in
italy and how the american missionaries perceived them
appears
became
to
gather
zion
to
the
desire
that
it
the primary motivating factor in the malan home as it did
so despite the fact that
in the households of many others
malans upon
their property could not be sold the galans

receiving

word

that their application for church assistance

had been approved

began preparing for departure
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madeleine malan identified the route taken by all the
waldensian emigrants as they left their homeland
aw
1w

fathers

family left their
native village and traveled in coaches from la tour to
pinerola
pinerole
Pine role
from there we went to turin the capital of
piedmont where we remained a few days sightseeing
sight seeing
we traveled through the plains of piedmont to suza by
railway and then up the steep mount cenis in a large
padded coach placed on sleds and drawn by large
government mulessixteen
mules sixteen of them were required to
climb the steep mountainside which was covered with
perpetual snow and ice
arriving at landsburg on
the savoy side the coaches were taken off the sleds
and we continued on in coaches to lyons france
from
that city we went to paris by rail thence to calais
by rail then on board a steamer across the channel to
london england
then again by rail to liverpool
where we remained about three weeks
while in liverpool the galans
malans were visited by
president richards and pauline malan was promised that she
in february 1855

our

1

0

would see

all her

family safe in zion

15

0

the promise

was

blessing given to the cardon family by the
mormon elders before they left italy the previous year
the missionaries prophesied that if we would live as we
reminiscent of

should

a

every one of our family would reach the end of

our journey in health and strength

1116

these were the only

recorded accounts of such promises

the cardon and malan
the three large vaudois families to

families were among
survive the journey intact
the malan company sailing on the juventa made the
ocean crossing in thirty
five days and docked at
thirtyfive
philadelphia on may 5 1855 the cardon group had sailed
on the john M wood and had arrived at new orleans the
forty eight days on the
previous year on may 2 after fortyeight
ocean
the families that came with pierre stalle sailed on
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the john
18

1856

T

new
bew york harbor on february
arrived in new
sixty six day winter crossing this last
sixtysix

boyd and

after

a

group had almost exhausted

finally arrived

their water supply

when

they

17

the three companies probably shared similar
experiences while upon the ocean the conference british
mission made all the arrangements for the emigrants after
they arrived in liverpool the gathering place for converts
from all over europe
usually they boarded the ships a day
A president and two counselors
or so before departure
were called before boarding to preside over the mormon
converts robert C campbell a british emigrant presided
over the 397 emigrants who sai
led on the wood william
sal
sailed
glover was the spiritual leader of 573 emigrants on the
juventa and knud peterson was the president of the 509
188
the president divided the
saints who sailed on the boyd
emigrants into branches with an elder or priest presiding

the vaudois saints probably became members of
french speaking branches english lessons were given on
board
the emigrants also heard lectures enjoyed story
telling and received instruction on pioneer life
As mormon emigrant ships were known for their
cleanliness and organization the death rate aboard these
ships was minimal
for example two adults and four
children died during the crossing of the wood however
there were also two births one baptism and one marriage
19
during this crossing
over each
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the cardon company arrived at new orleans in the
spring of 1854 they
were met by a church agent who had
theywere
procured steamboat tickets for them to st louis for 350
3.50
350
20
per person considered a high price in those days
while awaiting the boarding of the steamboat several
passengers went to new orleans where a cholera epidemic
on may 3rd
raged
ard the mormon saints boarded the josiah
when

lawrence

a

steamboat which would take them to

st louis

the steamboat continued up the mississippi river
as several immigrating saints began to suffer from cholera
the letters and diaries of pioneers between 1850 and
1855 contain many references to cholera an infectious
disease acquired by drinking tainted water it killed
21
thousands
the steamboat carrying the immigrants was
quarantined on an island just outside new orleans while the
dreadful disease ran its course philippe cardon fell ill
twenty
year old marguerite bertoch died
twentyyearold
but recovered
this was difficult for john antoinette daniel and james
bertoch for the sea voyage had brought them close dan
1
pass
was
had
I
hard
to
wrote
the
trial
first
it
missouri

through

22

the cardon company of vaudois saints continued their
journey to westport missouri about twelve miles west of
independence the outfitting post for the journey to salt
lake they remained there for over two months while
preparing to cross the plains
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cattle
on

tents and supplies were unloaded
the banks of the mississippi above kansas city
and wagons and

though it was not much of a city then
the men were
very busy breaking oxen and yoking them up ready for
work
in a few days the cholera broke out again even
worse toan
taan before some family of nine children and
their father died within a few hours people died
about as fast as they could be buried fifteen and
1I remember one morning when we were
twenty a day
nearly all ready to start elder pons was at
breakfast with his family and ours together he was a
fine portly man and jolly he was keeping us all
laughing with his jokes when he was instantly
instant 1 seized
with cholera and died within a few minutes
pons dying words to his family were
be sure to go
on

to zion and you will be blessed

24

year old
14yearold
his 14
was deathly ill but

daughter lydia burned with fever and
soon recovered
the malan group arriving a year later also
encountered cholera they reached philadelphia on may
5th
ath A divorce court was held on board ship mary

gaudor divorced before disembarking
embarking
dis
catherine and anthony gaudou
gaudou
gaudor remained in philadelphia while mary catherine came
25
west with her family
from philadelphia the immigrants
traveled by rail to pittsburgh pennsylvania by steamboat
down the ohio river to st louis up the river to atchison

grove
mormon
ox
by
team
grovethe
to
the place
finally
kansas
madeleine malan
provided for outfitting these immigrants
wrote this account
and

while at the grove many were stricken with cholera
elder joseph hall who was the appointed commissary at
the camp stated that out of over three hundred
1I was one of the
victims only three survived
when my mother saw me writhing in agony
she was much distressed and wondered what she had done
to forfeit her blessing however when one of the
dreadful paroxysms of cramps released me so 1I could

three

speak

1I

told the weeping ones around

me

not to fear
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but to send for the elders to administer to me and 1I
should get well
after the ordinance was performed
apostle john taylor who was one of the three elders
who administered to me speaking in french to my
through my faith 1I would
mother said
recover
G

tot
ID

stephen malan recorded that his sisters attack was so
severe that she completely lost her hair and the skin of
her feet and hands and even her nails came out like a pair
jj27
27
twenty
one year old stephen also fell ill
of socks
twentyoneyearold
along with his mother pauline

malans were the
the three galans
only ones in the company to0 recover
elder bertoch also
contracted the disease but did not survive he probably
died without knowing that his daughter marguerite had

died of cholera at the mouth of the mississippi river the
previous year

apparently the dreaded disease had run its course by
the spring of 1856 for the stalle group made the trip from
new york to florence nebraska by rail without encountering
it though they stopped at chicago and st louis As there
was a three month delay in the completion of hand
carts it
handcarts
appears that some members of the third company remained in
28
st louis while others continued on to iowa city
romance between peter

delaina
Ma
madelaina
madeleina

chatelain

year old
and 21
21yearold

wavy
malan must have bloomed somewhere along the way

for this couple married in st louis
this was the first
of many endogamous marriages that would occur among the

peter a 30
year old miller and his
waldensian converts
30yearold
29
year old sister henriette were the first members of
29yearold
two sisters would come
the chatelain family to emigrate
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later louis in 1860
of their aged father

following the death

and marie in 1863

chatelain

his bride

and

became

the edward martin handcart company which reached
utah in november 1856
the ether waldensian emigrants
went to iowa city where they joined the edmund ellsworth
members of

handcart company

saints

of 273

which

left june

1856

9

with

a

company

29

though the experiences of the handcart companies were

earlier

somewhat

different

traveled

by oxen and covered wagon

from those of

companies

who

the handcart pioneers

encountered the same places and social activities as
earlier saints dancing denied the vaudois in their

religious tradition became part
experience where breakingin
breakingin oxen and

homeland because of

their

mormon

of

driving covered wagons became the main vocation of those in
earlier companies pulling heavy handcarts across mountains

prairies and through streams became the primary
activity of this later group
the vaudois men were at a distinct disadvantage when
speaking harshly to their animals or condemning the dust of
the trail for their native vocabulary included no swear
and

words

animals

none of the vaudois had had experience with work
wagons broke down and had to be repaired

pons
ann
mary
and
had a
madeleine cardon

experience with

non mormon
some young nonmormon

frightening
gentile men that

could have turned out badly had madeleine not owned
pocket knife

a

gift

a

from a german lady who had died of
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30

cholera the gentile men must have found the french
giris
girls
9 iris enticing as the robert campbell company was pursued
for miles across the american wilderness by some young men
off by elder sergo
offers of marriage had to be fended of
1

W

ballif

a

made up

campbells

prairiee
prairi

caught

swiss convert

befriended the waldensian
german
spoke
saints ballif
french and english failing
in their efforts to secure any positive responses to their
suits these gentile men finally made an unsuccessful
31
attempt to kidnap the girls in the cardon party
the cardon group was numbered among the 397 saints who
who had

company

this

also included 36
wagons 176 oxen 97 cows 11 horses 1 ass 3 hens 1 calf
32
3
and a dog
them
took
12 months to cross the
it
plains the weather was so hot that on august 7th
ath the

fire

company

and burned within a

short distance of
the wagon train they also suffered from recurring
thunderstorms the company had to be on constant lookout
wore very troublesome that season
for indians for they were
the young vaudois men in this company were beset with
accidents louis phillippe cardon came close to drowning
john pons accidently shot himself in the
in a whirlpool
james bertoch
hand and arm and blood poisoning set in
fell from a wagon near fort kearney and his legs were run
near the fort john bertoch
over by the wagon wheels
contracted pneumonia while driving the cattle during a
33
tempestuous rainstorm and died
I1
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appears
that the waldensian crossing of the great
it
plains was typical 0ot many other overland crossings john
D

unruh records in the plains across that drownings

accidents

from the

careless handling of firearm as well as

through the use of other equipment and deaths from cholera
were common experiences of pioneers in the mid elsoos
1800s
lsoos

A

six percent death rate among the Walden
waldensain
sain immigrants was
comparable to the trail mortality suffered by other groups
34
making the overland journey during the same period
despite these many misfortunes there were moments of
on the last leg of their journey while
wonder and awe
traveling up the south platte river the company
encountered the first herd of buffalo they had seen on the
they used to make such roaring noises at night
journey
as to scare our cattle and scare us sometimes
daniel
bertoch who was driving the stock remembered the
buffalo were so numerous on each side of the road that
resmen rode out in front of the
horesmen
horses ponies and ho
the country looked black
hundreds of thousands
with them daniel wrote
all
around as far as the eye could see
the cattle were never
35
unyoked until we were out of buffalo country
wagons to keep the road

clear

the pons family now fatherless were beset with
year old david fell ill from
problems
eighteen
eighteenyearold
drinking impure water
he lay for weeks unable to
rise from his bed thus the burden fell to lydia to
drive two yoke of very unruly oxen each time they
came to a stream she had to wade through the water
urging the slow animals along sometimes the water
was waist deep
while crossing the platte river she
and her mother had to lower themselves into the cold
soon
uncertain water and lead the oxen through
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after this

one of the oxen dieland
cow
a
was
di
given
dle
die
diemand
diedand
dand
bieland

the family to use in

its

eland
stead

co6oany finally arrived in salt lake on
the campbell company
october 28 1855 after a journey of 102 days the second
group of italian saints who traveled with the charles A
harper company took 94 days to cross the plains and the
ellsworth handcart company completed the journey in 109
many of the experiences of the first company of
days
waldensian saints were probably mirrored by the two other
groups that followed them however the sources that exist
crossing are not as detailed as those
about these crossings
1

available on the first company
eight months after the cardon group arrived in great
grove
mormon
group
malan
city
the
lake
salt
left
after
false start two days earlier captain charles A harper
once again led his company onto the plains on july 28
1856

this

immigrants

a

company comprised 39 wagons and 305

harper followed the

trail

across kansas and
were O0stimes
oftimes
ftimes terrorized by

we
various indian territories
a band of natives who savagely demanded hostage for our
trespassing on their domains wrote madeleine malan
thereupon captain harper would wisely propitiate with

gifts

of various kinds such as flour

variety of trinkets
peace with them

37

etc

sugar

cutlery

and a

in order to procure and preserve

madeleine described

an

experience that

occurred during the malan crossing
my twin sister emily and 1I had walked all day and were
very tired
father said we are near camp but get
we had just climbed in the back end of the wagon
in
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when we heard mother
strength of a alton
lton
the wagon completely

cod give me the
exclaim oh god
suddenly going down a dugway
capsized As our goods by some

mismanagement had been

at philadelphia
left
was

we

had no

so the wagon
laden with freight for the
company
the back end was stacked with flour
in the
front end was a large box packed with glass and china
ware on which mother had seated her two
kte
kle thought she
children two and three years of age we
ones would be crushed to death but
with the
when rescued from her perilous position she was able

luggage

little

little

to resume her domestic affairs as usual
the children
1
an
were not hurt but frightened
emily
sister
98
anni
annl
were nearly smothered to death under the flour

stephen malan records that he expected salt lake
valley to look similar to his homeland the day the
company was scheduled to arrive in the valley he left camp
before breakfast wanting to be the first to see the

beautiful land of promise he encountered samuel burt the
captain of the guard for the company who told him to go
1
I
back and help drive the loose stock
stephen replied
was so near zion 1I would not return to camp for all the
stock was worth
fool your eagerness
burt replied
will be checked when you see the sagebrush fields
stephen pressed on and standing upon a slight elevation at
the mouth of emigration canyon surveyed the whole landscape
hearing some teamsters on their
which opened to his view
way up the canyon he inquired
where is the great valley
a
I
with
city
th
the
located
burst
is
lake
salt
of laughter they asked if he was deprived of his eyesight
then one of them pointed out the city and the jordan river
stephen was
and the great salt lake in the distance
consumed with disappointment
this was not the valley of

of

and where

a

1
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his dreams

39

his sister madeleine described the scene the

2e
28
morning of october ae

looking

1855

the brow of the bench on emigration
street the city was not perceivable to our view from
that distance the little log and adobe dwellings
appeared as boulders scattered over the surface of the
we found zion a comparative desert but with
ground
patient industry perseverance and heavens
blessings we witnessed it transformed from a deser
deserts
to a fertile and most desirable land to dwell upon
down from

sailed in the third company
with the stalles
shalles came west with the edmund ellsworth
handcart company they left iowa city iowa on june 9
1856
there is some evidence that ellsworth was a poor
leader for susanne goudins life sketch written by a
granddaughter contains this passage
susanne had brought enough clothes to last her for
some time but the captain told her that she could not
bring them and said she would have to throw them away
because the carts were too heavily loaded
he then
permitted some english girls to take the discarded
items and wear them
the french saints felt so badly
that they burned everything else they were forced to
mr ellsworth
badly mistreated the
discard
is
french saints even depriving them of food
it
claimed by the children of pierre stalle that he died
mr
claimed
of starvation
is
ellsworth sold
that
it
part of the food that should have gone to the saints
when pierre stalle was dying his wife jeanne marie
most of the vaudois who

x

1

climbed to the wagon to have a last few words with
him
ellsworth came with a rope and cruelly whipped
her until she was forced to get down
this was
verified by the french families who came the captain
was a very mean man
they wrote
at one time a man
died and they whipped and kicked him and threw him
shoes to wear and
under the tent
his wife took his shost
some lady called her a dirty italian

hichmans description of ellswoths cruelty is
verified in an account written by a granddaughter of

susette stalle cardon
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inan
iran in charge of their division seemed to think
the tran
that he pierre could walk if he wanted to and also
that she marie stalle was shirking at any rate for
some reason she couldnt understand he struck her
several times with his black whip that night when
camp
himy
went
0
to
again
and
they stopped
him
see
stoppedto
she
to
4

he was dead

barker son of margaret stalle barker
softened the episode in an article written for the relief
society magazine pioneer reminiscences of mrs margaret
james

stalle

L

baker

which was published

july

1926

the article

reads

it
english
was

difficult for

us because

we

could not talk

and the others could not talk french and we
could not make our wants known
the last time mother
helped father in the wagon he told her he couldnt
come to the valley and after they
t y got in none of
them would ever lack for bread

stalle died

on

the platte august

17

1856

evidently ellsworth felt no discomfort about his
treatment of the stalle family A little over a month
after the incident ellsworth gave an account of the
journey in
bowery

he

our company

a

meeting held on september

stated
for

1I

28

1856 in

the old

regret that there was a wagon in
realize that wagons had a tendency to
1

I

for if they
destroy the faith of our brethren and sisters
were sick a little they felt that they could get into the
wagons

44

benses because of their large family of small
the beuses
children had a difficult time their youngest son
susanne
joseph had died in liverpool before the crossing
goudin took two
year old magdalena beus and placed her in
twoyearold
her own handcart pulling her all the way across the
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little

plains

did she

know

at the time that

some day

they

45

the plural wives of john paul cardon
year old ann beus as the oldest child had many
eighteen
eighteenyearold
responsibilities she pulled a handcart over the entire
route and cared for her brother paul who was very ill part
A petite girl with very small feet
of the time
she bore

would both be

deep ridges in her shoulders and back made by the
and

harness of the handcart

never

filled

these were wide

straps

and deep and

in and she had problems with her feet until

46

the ellsworth handcart company with the last
group of vaudois saints arrived in salt lake valley on
september 26 1856
during the years that followed a few
single adults and the justet family made their way to the
great basin where they joined their countrymen
her death

the trek had exacted a heavy toll from the italian
saints four families had lost a father or husband five
47
had been
children had died and at least one perhaps two
many
susanne
had suffered illness or accident
lost
roshon who traveled in the last company paid a terrible
year old marie and two
price two of her children seven
sevenyearold
48
year
old michel roshon died and were buried at sea
yearold
susannes husband michel died in echo canyon within a few
susanne entered the valley
hours from the journeys end
as

a widow

with

a

year old son
ten
tenyearold

yet for the faithful italian saints there was no
marie madeleine cardon
other alternative to emigration
recorded

76
we

loved our native land

we had a

deep regard for

associates and especially for the vaudois who had
struggled for so many centuries to obtain freedom of
worship
regardless of the strong ties which we had
for that land and people we were willing to sacrifice
gathering
them for the gospels
of
sake
spirit
the
gol gels
goi
geis
teis
rested upon us
process
of migration the
in
the
is
evident
that
it
vaudois immigrants suffered many of the same hardships
experienced by others who made their way across the great
Walden
17aldensians
plains during this same period yet the mormon waldensians
slans
kalden
kaiden sians
our

continent
in the
words of john C caldi
they had traveled like every
other immigrant across the sprung latitudes of the mind
50
150
and the bloods longitudes
had crossed more than an ocean and a

1
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CHAPTER IV

settlement

IN THE GREAT BASIN

AND MARRIAGE

establishment of pioneer communities in the western
desert was not left to chance settlement was centrally
directed from salt lake city by brigham young seasoned
scouting parties were sent out to determine the best
locations for communities primary consideration was given
to areas with the most abundant natural resources so that
mormondom could become for the most part self
sufficient church leaders often chose sites for towns as
they visited and considered new areas for colonization
the selection of ogden for settlement is described in the
journal history of the church under the date august 28
18
50
1850

accompanied by elder heber
the brethren of the twelve

C

kimball and orson hyde
bishop newell K whitney

general daniel wells and others president young left
great salt lake city for weber county where he located
a site and gave a plan for the city of ogden
he
counseled the brethren not to settle in the country
but to move on to the city lots build good houses
school houses meeting houses and other public
buildings fence their gardens and plant fruit trees
a
suitable
that ogden might be a permanent city and
ad
headquarters for the northern country
the mormon pioneers generally followed president
youngs
youngie counsel against scattered settlement outside the
youngis
city during a period of indian troubles the community was
so mound fort was erected in an area
advised to fort up
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where a

great natural

surrounding terrain and
mile north of

mound

earth rose above the
binghams fort was built about

mound of

fort

2

brigham young

one

visitedd the
visit

community again in 1855 or 1856

after the danger of an
indian attack had passed
at that time he advised the
peop
people
deop
le to abandon their forts and build a real city between
the ogden and weber rivers
pons
why
known
not
and
phillippe
is
cardon
the
it
family chose to locate in this budding northern community
the missionaries who had converted the waldensian saints
all lived in the vicinity of salt lake ballif the
interpreter located in big cottonwood perhaps the
waldensian emigrants were directed to ogden by brigham
young

or possibly someone in the company convinced cardon

that ogden

would be a good place to

live

regardless the
direct effect upon

choice of this area for settlement had a
near
ly all other emigrating Walden
nearly
waldensians
sians for most

initially

chose ogden for their home

daniel bertoch recalls that antoinette and james
joined william empeys perpetual fund company midway
1
I
stayed with campbell of the
through the crossing
3
independent company
daniel wrote empey and campbell
traveled together through the warring indian territory but
separated at the south platte river with empeys company
when daniel reached salt lake a few days
going on ahead
A
company
empeys
man named toronto
of
the
arrival
after
came and took me to his home where 1I met my brother and
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sister

in

a few days we went

for president young

to antelope island to work

4

unlike the cardon and pons
families the bertoch children owed a debt to the perpetual
was
emigrating fund
probably determined best that they
it
remain in the care of toronto until they worked off their
debt and their father arrived
over a period of years the toronto family employed

several waldensian youths the young people probably felt
comfortable in the home of this former italian missionary
one source indicates that james
ofie
and fellow countryman
bertoch almost became a member of the toronto family and
changed his name to jack toronto until his marriage in
1866

5

though some young adults remained in

salt lake

where

families settled in
ogden
cardon built a home there patterned after the one
a high funny house with a stable by it
he had left
built side by side like the houses and stables in
916
116
italy
recalled marguerite stalle
of their first winter in utah adams records that
the cardon family lived at mound fort until spring when
they moved to marriot where they farmed
until the general
7
eva clayton a grand
daughter of lydia
granddaughter
exodus south
pons
rons gives a more detailed account of the pons familys
first winter in the great basin
they found employment

most waldensian

they had come from near wealth to direst poverty
room house with only the
oneroom
their home consisted of a one
bare necessities and there they endured many
hardships for days at a time they never tasted
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for weeks they lived on bran biscuits
bread
often feu
pig weed and dandelion greens which had been boiled in
water with a little flour thickening to make them more
nourishing once joseph harris a nephew of martin
who later became the husband of marianne
harris
pons gave them
a
was
a
which
of
sack
white
thea
flour
W
the
luxury indeed
the following year the pons family planted wheat and

other crops for their subsistence but these were destroyed
by grasshoppers
thereafter family members accepted any
kind of work that could provide some income
barthelemys

lieutenant uniform

had to be

provided to send for david

sold so that

who had

money could be

remained at

fort kearney

lydia went to work for the
to recover from his injuries
wells chase family in later years she recalled that this
family enjoyed white biscuits she had been instructed

that leftovers

were to be fed to the chickens

instead

she often hid them in her apron for her own hungry family
oh well
when she told her mother mrs pons exclaimed
god knows we need them more than the chickens do
9

there are

plenty of bugs and worms for them
on the first anniversary of the arrival of the pons
cardon and bertoch families in zion the second group of
waldensian saints entered salt lake valley during the
summer of 1855 daniel had run away from antelope island and
found work on the foundation for the salt lake temple
on
worked
he
the canal that ran from big cottonwood
later
to the mouth of city creek under the supervision of a man
named sharp
the mormon company harpers arrived the
day 1I left sharp and I was told my father had passed
1
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brother and sister were living on the island 1I
10
perhaps elder
blone
bione
alone in the world
felt pretty blue and 51one
malan told daniel of his fathers death in ohio
regardless he returned to antelope island to inform james
and antoinette of their fathers passing
daniel remained
on church island during the hard winter of 1855 and 1856
of that time he wrote in a letter to james
1I think very often of our early days in utah
especially on the island when we eat that big ox
we better kill
Grando Bovo will die
toronto said the grandobovo
1I would have
him and eat him
oh how tough he was
good teeth yet if it hadnt been for eating that ox
and many other tthings
ings we did eat make me sick to
away

my

think about

now

madeleine malan recorded that her mother was overjoyed

to find her eldest son in great salt lake city for she had
not heard from him since he left england in the spring of
12
1854
she felt that the promise of safety given in italy

fulfilled

letter

the day after their
arrival and reunion the malan company continued their
journey to ogden where they settled at mound fort
As we came in the year of the grasshopper war
breadstuff was very scarce and a hard winter
followed
the family suffered much from cold and
1I was sent to salt lake city to be a help and
hunger
company to sister helen toronto madeleine
we subsisted almost entirely on weeds
recalled
and bran bread
traps of willow twigs and
mad3traps
madetraps
father made
had been

to the

0

caught fish in ogden river

the single
james bonnett
donnett

men who had come

with the malan company

dominic brodero
bredero and david roman with his

also settled in ogden in the growing
waldensians
waldensian community
sians probably cooperated
the Walden
56
185556
to survive the hard winter of 1855
daniel bertoch
small son daniel
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later left antelope island

joined the waldensian
community
he too lived at mound fort and worked for the
14
george D grant family
the spring of 1856 was another season of serious
deprivation for both man and beast many cattle died on
and

the range because of the severity of the winter

skins of
wolves and mountain lions that had starved to death were
sold in ogden
the hard winter prompted church leaders to
move some cattle to cache
joseph toronto moved his
cach valley
15
west
stock to point of we
st mountain oquirrh mountains
i

james bertoch remained there with the animals and acted as

torontos
bertoch
chapius

herdsman for the next twelve years

moved
a

into torontos

of the

16

february of 1856
days short of the second anniversary

swiss immigrant

one month and two

home

antoinette
until she married louis

arrival of cardons

in

company

the third group of

waldense immigrants pushed their handcarts into great

lake city

salt

hickman writes

upon hearing of the arrival of the handcart company
he john paul cardon and his brother phillip
immediately went to salt lake city and brought susanne
and the stalle family back to binghams fort where

they assisted widow stalle in building a crude dugsusanne
out in which to live this first winter
Car dons
bardons
lived with the cardons
the winter was very severe
and at times the bardons
cardons had to go and dig them out of
the snow as they were completely covered up

tr

the beus family also traveled to ogden with
18
the
the cardon sons as they too settled at fort bingham
no doubt

1856

peters

bride arrived on november 30
with the edward martin handcart company they also

Chate
chatelaine
lains
chatelains

with

new

P
877

settled in
As

ogden

19
9

in the case of the bertoch children of the ffirst

company

two

waldensian youths from the handcart company

into the
john lazear La
bazald
zald
lazald

were taken

the journey
almon family

homes of

saints in salt lake city

once in

salt lake

he remained with

marriage in 1873

had been orphaned during

almost ten

he was taken in by the

this family until his

during his youth john had an accident

that resulted in a permanent injury
while living in salt lake he john

was working in a
mining the salt for the cattle and horses
salt mine
when a cave
in caused a team of horses and wagon to
cavein
run over him breaking his back
veryy20
he walked ver

stooped the

rest of his life

marianne gardiol

like

many

then twenty

of the waldensian

women

due to the

injury

was a small woman

marianne weighed

90

to

21

upon her
stood just five feet tall
arrival she probably went to work in the home of john
dalton in sugar house on the outskirts of salt lake city
dalton had been called by brigham young to manage the
100 pounds and

although dalton then 56 already had four
plural wives he married marianne four months after she
came to utah
she and three sister wives accompanied
dalton to southern utah in 1862 when he was called to
settle first at virgin and later at rockville in washington
county
marianne and her large family including the sister
22
wives spent their lives in southern utah
marriage patterns developed within the framework of
church farm

the lormon settlements
4
rmormon

many who

settled in the waldensian

88

community tended to marry waldensian mates

marriage
age encouraged
practice of plural marri
endogamous marriages

with waldense husbands sometimes

taking more than one italian wife
where

life

there

was

great emphasis

virtually every

a

the mormon
larger number of

on

living in

a community

marriage and family

one of the waldensian emigrant

even those who because of their age
converts married
may have been considered bachelors or spinsters
spin sters married
the waldensian converts reared large families
approximately seven children per family whether polygamous
or monogomous
this practice of having large families
monodomous
which appears to have been consistent with customs in

italy allowed for large

numbers of descendants in

succeeding generations

only about eight percent of the

waldensian converts divorced those who did remarried
within a short period of time
paul cardon proposed to susanne goudin though he was

six years her junior susanne had a difficult time
agreeing to the marriage because she had fallen in love
with a young englishman while working in florence
however as the englishman was not of her faith
nebraska
susanne felt she could not marry him
father cardon
encouraged her to marry paul but she grieved over the

matter for years one account indicates that when she went
she wept bitterly
brigham young
to the endowment house
seeing her sensed her trouble and told her to go through
23
with the marriage to paul and all would be well

89

other endogamous marriages occurred as the years
passed

david roman married the widow susanne roshon
year after her arrival in utah when that

within a
marriage failed

chatelain

he took another waldensian wife

lydias sister henriette

brodero
bredero in 1868

after

a

lydia

married dominic

polygamous marriage to charles

holling rammell ended in divorce As the years went by
other waldense moving into the community provided mates for
the maturing children of the original italian converts
johh beus married waldensian girls who
for example paul and john
settled in ogden after the first wave of italian converts
jacob rivoir married catherine young and john james rochon
married first louise long then later susanne bert both
24
Walden sians who came to utah with later groups
waldensians
A factor that directly influenced marriage patterns in
ogden was the mormon practice of polygamy
community
leaders preached the doctrine of plurality from the pulpit

leaders encouraged worthy men to take more than
john daniel malan and philippe cardon had acted
one wife
as spiritual leaders in italy and were looked upon as
leaders of the waldensian community they were probably
encouraged to enter the principle by church authorities
and church

they both selected second wives from among their
countrywoman
countrywomen
country women

philippe cardon

had assumed some

responsibility for

stalie family since their arrival in utah
stalic
static
stalle
shoes for the children gave the shalles
stalles flax
the

fie
lle
ile
he made

and hemp to

90

into clothes and encouraged them to migrate to c- ache
valley when the cardonssettled there in 1860 it was
natural that cardon would select the widow jeanne marie
lle
ile married her six years after
he
stalle for a second wife fie
her arrival in utah he was then sixty two a decade older
than jeanne marie stalle cardons son louis philippe
married susette stalle thus father and son married mother
25
and daughter
at the age of fiftyeight
fifty eight malan took marie louise
chatelain then thirty for his second wife marie louise
along with michael and marthe rostan came to utah with the
oscar 0 stoddard handcart company they arrived SeD
september
tember
24 1860
one month and a few days short of the fifth
and
anniversary
marie
of
chatelain
annl versary
anni
louis
arrival
cardons
versari
john daniel malan were married three and a half months
weave

later
in two cases non waldense husbands married more than
one

italian wife

catherine cardon

scot married mary
scott
himself
seif
self
isaac farley him

moses byrne

a

and ann beus

a

a
marriages
ls
married the malan twins of Isacc
isaccs
daughter wrote
father had proposed marriage to madeleine who accepted
his offer when he went to salt lake with madeleine
to be married he was told by brigham young to go back
and he would perform the
and get the other twin
marriage
they returned to ogden where isaac proposed
to emily pauline who accepted his proposal
the three
returned to salt lake city where they were married
man
young
a
so
see
was
something
to
with two wives
it
birthday
he being only four days past his twenty
twentyfirst
first
and the girls between eighteen and nineteen years of
age
he was told at the time of his marriages that he
was the first young man to go into the principle of

twin

0
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26

plural marriage in the church
twentyfour
four year old brother winthrop farley
isaacs twenty
claimed nineteenyearold
nineteen year old lydia pons as his third plural
granddaugh
daugh er described lydia as a beautiful
wife A grand
young girl with olive skin coal
black hair and dark brown
coalblack
27
eyes that fairly sparkled as she talked
As winthrops
first and second wives were in their thirties the choice
of and apparent preference for young lydia caused some
disruption in the farley household mary ellen reed the
second wife promptly di
divorced
vorced
voiced winthrop angelina the
first wife had great difficulty adjusting to the new
waldensian wife

9R
28

there are twenty instances of single exogamous
marriages among the italian converts and six instances of
endogamous marriages

polygamous marriages among the

converts numbered eighteen including the five endogamous
polygamous marriages that were contracted
there are six
instances of divorce among the waldensian converts two
women henriette chatelain and emily pauline malan divorced
the other four divorcing spouses
sought the dissolution of monogamous marriages emily
pauline was later resealed to isaac farley
see appendix

polygamous husbands

for additional information and statistical analysis of
aldenne
waldense
al dense marriages
aldense
the percent of italian converts who engaged in plural
marriages exceeded the average for plural unions church
C

wide

thirty percent

of the

italian converts practiced

92

night
right indicate
this unusually high percentage might
the devotion of the waldensian emigrant to his new faith

polygamy

his willingness to abide by counsel from church
leaders also some evidence points to the fact that
there was a higher number of polygamous households in ogden
29
same period
appears
than in other cities during the sarme
it
that the selection of ogden for settlement by waldensian
mormons may have affected marriage patterns
the tranquil life of the pioneer community was
disrupted in 1857 and 1858 by the utah war on july 24
1857 mormon leaders learned that an expeditionary force
led by albert sidney johnston had been dispatched from the
east with orders to enter the utah territory and take
control of the territorial government brigham young
and

determined not to submit

to proceed to
arms

30
930
130

echo canyon to

many of

territorial militia
maintain it by force of

ordered the

the waldensian converts were numbered

the 1250 men who were called to serve under
lieutenant general daniel H wells
the waldensian militiamen participated in constructing
fortifications in echo canyon similar to those their
among

constructed in the alpine mountains of
james bertoch related how rocks were piled up
piedmont
31
most
ready to roll down on the army as they approached
of the company spent the greater part of the winter in the
canyon preparing the narrows for an attack that did not

ancestors

come

had
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brigham young

apparently well pleased with the

fortifications addressed

saints in salt
comparing the plight of

an assembly of

lake on sunday october 18 1857
the mormons with that of the early wa den
densians
sians he asked
did their enemies ever overcome the small band of
no
waldenses in the mountains in piedmont
they
slaughtered army after army sent against them and
maintained their position notwithstanding to reach
them was only like sending an army here from sanpete
San pete
rom here to Sig
or ffrom
sanpete
pete they were within easy reach
San
sigpete
of

their enemies

the following spring the waldensian community in
ogden along with other northern communities prepared
their homes to be torched and joined the general exodus
south margaret stalle records that we had no team but
provo river
we went as far as spanish fork on the move
33

alive with fish and they were easily caught
madeleine malan farley records that they located on what
we selected a very
was then called the provo bottoms
pretty plot by a creek with a mound rising in the middle
34
by
into a small island which was matted with violets
was

the end of the summer of 1858 the danger had passed
most of the Walden
waldensians
sians returned to their ogden homes
in late august and helped to harvest the crops which the
bounteous rains had preserved and matured during their
absence

35

evidently

their liking for they

roman and

provo
to
found
bonnett

remained there

susan roman

who

probably married charles david roman before the move south
36
provo
on march 2 1859
a
in
daughter
bore
louise
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twenty
twentythree
three years old at the time

john james bonnett

remained to homestead land in sections

of the exodus
and 30 in provo

is

now

indian

he farmed approximately 20

hills

37

in 1860 he married

19

acres in what
he and his

wife ann hughes spent the rest of their lives in provo
where they farmed and raised eleven children
cache valley

search of

alpine valley approximately

25

miles

first attracted

north of logan

settlers

an

in ogden when a

cattle

the attention of mormon
scouting party went there in

which had been stolen by the indians

these ogden scouts must have been impressed by the
fertility of the region their description probably
bardons were among
interested philippe cardon because the cardons
the first settlers of logan in 1860 serge ballif who had
acted as interpreter for the cardon company of waldensian
38
38
margaret
saints joined them in this pioneering effort

stalle records that
bardons went to cache valley and coaxed mother and
the cardons
by this time dan had a yoke of
dan to go with them
year
old steers a wreck of a wagon and two hei
yearold
helfers
fers
he drove the steers
steens
stee5q to logan and had quite a

difficult

time

years later philippe cardon married the widow
stalle cardons decision to pioneer in logan had little
or no effect on other members of ogdens waldensian
two

community

though cardon was probably looked upon as one

of the leaders

families were

the malan
by then

so

pons

chatelain and beus
well established in the ogden

95

area that they had no desire to relocate they remained
there to form the nucleus of a growing waldensian
community
however

about that same time

group decided to relocate

valley

morgan county

in 1860

another
1I

member of

the

moved to weber

with the grant family

daniel

we fought grasshoppers about seven
bertoch recalled
years while working for grant 1I took up a claim and made

me a

house

40
940
140

the daniel justet family arrived in great salt lake
with captain thomas smart and his company on september 1
1868
family records indicate that fortyfiveyearold
forty five year old
year old marguerite justet
smart fell in love with twenty
twentyyearold
en routoy
robtoy
noute
route and the couple married

shortly after their
oseman justets eldest daughter
hooseman
arrival in utah marie Mo
who had arrived some years earlier lived in washington
county
it is probable that the justet family chose
southern utah as their home so that they could be close to
coosemans
Moo semans
in any case daniel justet with his wife
the moosemans
jeanne and their six daughters and son daniel all located
in the same region of souther utah three daughters
married into polygamy son daniel married the adopted
daughter of james leithead an indian girl who had been
Leit heads the tribe had
leutheads
left as a child with the leitheads
indicated that they would return for her and when they did
heads adopted her raised and educated her as
not the leutheads
Leit
leitheads

their

41
own
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many

the migrations of the justet family were typical of
pioneer families they settled first in the muddy

mission

st

october 1 1868
there they worked
hard to make a living
they were accustomed to rainfall
and plenty of water for crops
in this area there was
crops
and
water
often
their
failed their courage
little
thomas

on

tested to the limit in february 1871 the mormon
settlement was found to be in nevada taxes were raised
and living in muddy mission became such a hardship that
brigham young released them from their call to that area
next they moved to santa clara where daniel died the
42
widow justet then moved forty miles east to pine valley
from pine valley she moved to panguitch in the spring of
1872
panguitch was a little town on the sevier river in
garfield county five years later widow justet joined her
son daniel and his family at escalante creek sixty miles
so
east of panguitch in what was called tater valley
named because potatoes grew there in abundance
she died
was

there in

1895

at the age of

78

with her family around her

and their husbands all
daniels sisters many
do
became

to live
they could

came

in the valley
well to
raise good crops and cattle which thrived in summer on
wild grass on the hills and did well in the desert
valleys in winter for they stretched sixty miles to
the colorado river although daniel was comfortable
he never became wealthy

evident that generally settlement patterns in
early utah tended to develop along ethnic lines often
brigham young or other mormon leaders determined the
location of a settlement then as wagon trains reached

it is
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great salt lake city certain groups were sent off to
settle given areas families that were unassigned
sometimes sought homes in locations where relatives or
friends were already established the daniel justet family
is an example of a family that did not join an ethnic
enclave but developed
utah

the justet

its

family community in southern
family probably had little contact with
own

countrymen living in the north

the southern exodus had exposed bonnett and roman to
provo
area
they chose to remain there for some years
the
some young
though roman eventually returned to ogden
adults who remained to work in salt lake city met and
married non waldensian mates generally these young people

settled

in areas other than ogden

however

the majority

of the waldensian emigrant families settled in that

northern community and there they remained later
waldensian groups arriving after 1869 joined their
countrymen in ogden where they created within the
framework of the

that reminded

larger

mormon community

a

little italy

them of home

evidently brigham young was well aware of their
religious heritage for he spoke of it as he instructed the
saints concerning resisting government troops during the
president young played an important role in the
utah war
cormons
Mor mons
he not only served as
lives of most early utah mormons
their leader in spiritual and temporal affairs he advised
them in personal

matters such as the choosing of marriage
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partners

parley and
his role in the marriages of isaac farley
the malan twins was not unique there are many similar
9

cases recorded in the diaries of the utah pioneers
the mormon settlement of the great basin differed
mar kealy
markedly
kelly from settlement of the northwest midwest and the

great plains the establishment of communities in those
regions was generally unplanned thus pioneering became

difficult

and

lonely venture for emigrant

stratton records that isolation

a

joanna

women

was one of the major

facets

life

tho daughter of one woman said she
the
remembers that often mother used to go out and lie down
among the sheep for company when she was alone for the
of pioneer

45
9145
1145

the mormon practices of community settlement and
polygamous marriages tended to prevent the loneliness
described by emigrant women in other frontier communities
46
yet similar marriage and
during this same period
settlement patterns were being repeated in other developing
vaudois communities throughout the world
the mormon colonies in the great basin typified

day

waldense communities elsewhere
were

establishing enclaves in

while the
ogden

mormon

waldense

logan and in southern

utah other vaudois emigrants were building settlements in
uruguay Argen
argentina
tinar florida pennsylvania virginia and
ne pioneering
sane
sa
sate
south carolina and having some of the same
experiences as their countrymen in the west overcrowding

in the narrow protestant valleys and several successive

years of crop failure in italy had forced

many

to leave

99

the

colonies represented only

mormon

efforts

one of

countless

the vaudois to establish colonies in the

by

new

colonies in the great basin these
colonies developed as ethnic enclaves complete with social
and religious activities and a high percentage of
47
endogamous marriages
however there was one major difference
the mormon
Walden
waldensians
sians were perceived as disloyal by their neighbors
and former clergy in italy
unlike later groups who left
with
the crowded valleys wi
th the blessing of the waldensian
world

like the

church

the

and 1869

mormon

mormon Walden
waldensians
sians who

emigrated between 1850

as well as those who remained behind

suffered

persecution consequently LDS converts who remained in
italy eventually drifted away from the mormon church the
justet family was the only exception by the mid 1860s

italy remaining on LDS
they finally emigrated in 1869

they were
wre the only family in

church membership rolls
obviously their new environment in the western

strange and somewhat hostile to the italian
settlers certain fears could be more easily dealt with if
the emigrants were able to settle among others from their
many Walden
homeland
waldensians
sians spoke english imperfectly
some like michael and mary ann beus spoke none at all and
never learned the language
establishing ethnic enclaves
like the waldensian communities in ogden and logan and the
justet familys settlement in the muddy mission and in

deserts

seemed

100

escalante enabled the emigrants to make the transition from
old world to the new more easily
waldensians
sians fit the same mold as other
the mormon Walden
ethnic groups who settled in frontier america during this
period
first generations clung to old world traditions
and languages
the second generation became radically
9

americanized

often changing their

anglo saxon protestant

names to

fit

WASP

white

molds as in the case of

roberts and
lazear the third generations looked back nostalgically at
rev iving a longing for the culture
reviving
their heritage often nev
thc
th&t
and country jhc
thatt their ancestors had called home
enclaves tend to disintegrate within two generations
and the mormon colonies were no exception
large families
polygamy
assumed the role that the enclave had provided
raids by federal marshals in the 1880s and vocational
opportunity took many of the children of the vaudois into
other regions and the colonies gradually melted into the
larger society of the american west
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LEGACY TO MORMON SOCIETY

1870 and 1880 list
the manuscript censuses for 1860 1873
farmer as the vocation most often reported by the
waldense emigrants in deseret
but this term is not very

descriptive

in the early days

practically everyone

had

to farm to keep body and soul together what they could
not grow or make themselves they normally did without
it is our duty first to develop the agricultural

resources of this country brigham young told his
followers
let others seek the minerals and we will
cultivate the soil
most of the waldensian families gathered waste wheat
and subsisted on that during their first few winters in
ogden
the experiences of the widow stalle probably best
illustrate the effort required in pioneer days to provide
margaret stalle
foody
food shelter and clothing for the family
barker writes
when mother and dan couldnt glean wheat anymore
went to work and dug a dugout in a side of a hill

they

out with willows bullrushes
dugout
they covered the dug
bull rushes and
dirt and hadwasa piece of canvas for a window noof
course it
rather dark inside they had
furniture and for a bedstead they stuck forked sticks
in the ground and made holes in the walls in which to
rest the ends and one side of the bed they used
my brother dan
bull rushes and straw for a mattress
bullrushes
borrowed an ox of gardens
he sawed
cardons and a saw
cardens
the tree trunk into suitable lengths and by

10 5
105

splitting it

putting legs into the rounded
nr cardon
side he made three stools and a table mr
nd hemp and managed to divide it
raised some flax aand
in two grades of the roughest he made ropes and
himself a loom mother spun the rest and together
they wove cloth for the bedtick and underwear
mother worked all day and continued to work spinning
we
night
lie had no candles but we gathered
all
spunwe
spunne
one
them
lighted
sunflowers and while mother spun
sdun awe
2we
by one in the fireplace for her
the most effective means of bringing cash or products
into the pioneer home that could not be gotten otherwise
was to engage in some kind of home industry
for example
wheat could not be grown in virgin where marianne gardiol
grew
t
there in
durant had gone to settle but fruit
arui
frui
in two and
g

abundance

so the

settlers learned

to dry

fruit

in

their

it

north where the growing season was
brief and fruit was always in short supply there they
traded it for wheat and the other products they needed
susette stalle cardon became an expert in growing and
take

homes and then

preserving dried fruit especially strawberries A few
years after she settled in arizona she was contacted by
the home economics department of the university of arizona
asking for samples of her dried berries to their
knowledge no one else had ever attained the degree of
success susette did in drying and preserving straw-

berries

3

another waldensian
fine orchard in escalante and

daniel justet jr

y

had a

pounds of
sold hundreds of nounes

4

dried fruits
desiring that the saints

self sufficient
brigham young encouraged home industry
silk production
armong many industries that he attempted to establish
was among
become

in
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seeds for mulberry trees and silk worms were
governor
Co vernor
imported from italy and france as early as 1865
young had twenty
bulb rry trees
twentyfive
five to thirty acres of mulb
zion

cultivation

under

south of the

salt

the church farm at forest dale just
lake city boundary and superintended the
cocoonery north of the beehive house at
on

construction of a
seven hundred pounds of cocoons were
the city center
youngss early success may
raised in six weeks and president young
5
have encouraged silk production throughout the te
territory
rritory
the waldensian saints were familiar with the silk
culture for it was carried on in their native land many
had worked in the industry and knew how to care for silk
worms
wormc and spin silk
while laboring on a silk farm
pauline combe malan had experienced what she believed was a
prophetic dream foreshadowing her conversion to the
restored church

6

waldensian families produced silk before president
young encouraged others to try
the michael beus family
two

silk and were among the first to raise flax
7
and make linen in that area
sister marianne combe beus
an italian lady has an acre of mulberry trees keeps
worms has knit silk stocking an
andd has nearly enough silk
8
reported president jane S
to weave two silk dresses
richards of the ogden relief society in the spring of 1875
when that society initiated the industry
at the age of nine susanne goudin cardon had found
1c
employment in the silk industry in italy
she earned ac
raised

and spun
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cents

a day

for picking leaves from the mulberry trees to

silk worms at twelve she learned to reel silk
to the italian origin of paul and susanne cardon cache
valley owes its mulberry trees and attempts at silk
9
119
a granddaughter claimed
culture
kate B carter wrote
they were quick to see the similarity of conditions in
cache valley and their native northern italy and as
they were both familiar with all of the branches of
silk culture they decided to try it here mr cardon
sent to france for mulberry seeds these were planted
and the trees grew well and were the first ones to be
feed the

northern utah when they were large enough
to produce leaves mr cardon sent to france for eggs
of the silk worms
these eggs were hatched by putting
bag warm by hanging them
them in a bag and keeping
ke
eping the
around their necks
these worms grew and other were
raised and when the supply was sufficient they began
to reel silk mr cardon made the reel and mrs
was the twisted reed and
cardon did the reeling
it
was much better than the flat silk
the silk was sent
to salt lake to be woven and was found to be of such
high quality that president brigham young called
susanne on a mission to salt lake city to teach others
she left a year
old baby and six other
to reel silk
yearold
months
in
small children and spent three mbths
lake
salt
maths
city without pay in this work
the first mention in the ogden relief society records
bishop chauncy
of silk production was on january 6 1869
W
west advised the sisters to set aside land for the
culture of silk A committee was organized to visit the
grown in

people and encourage them to raise

harris served

on

this

committee

11

silk
some

mary ann pons

including david

roman

responded to the call by planting mulberry trees

at

point

one

he had about 66000

r11100

trees under cultivation

several waldensian women were among those who
participated in this relief society effort to establish
flourishing silk industry in weber county for a time

12

a

38
11
108

lydia pons farley her sister mary ann pons harris and
faised
raised silk rather extensively and
their widowed mother failed
reeled it to be knitted or woven into different

articles

13

effort

perhaps the amount of time

for the care and feeding of the

participants in the industry
when

worms

and space

required

discouraged

louis harris reported that

they were small the worms required

little

as they grew they were moved from room to room

space

but

until they

occupied nearly the whole house

hardly had rooms to sleep in and very little
time for sleep as they had ravenous appetites eating
continuously for the whole six weeks of their
existence they were fed the last thing at night
which would be about 11 or 12 oclock and at daylight
in the morning
the mulberry trees were almost
and
by
stripped of leaves aud
small
time
they
branches
the
jid
tid
were ready to spin
the home production of silk probably proved too
demanding an avocation for the average pioneer woman with
many responsibilities and a large family to care for
it
appears that a great deal of effort was required in order
to produce a few silk stockings and handkerchiefs
these
products probably did not yield enough income to make the
venture profitable and the silk industry in utah died out
after a few years however its advent had enabled the
we

saints to demonstrate
italian culture

rV

waldensian
sian
alden
aldensian

a

unique facet of their

waldensians
sians employed other native talents and
the Walden
max
everyday
in
dean bonnett great
tasks
their
abilities
grandson of john james bonnett records

10
lfl99

roman
an came to
jacque robert and his mother susanne romprovo on november 18 1899
they walked to where they
thought my great grandfather lived and when they saw a
man shucking corn in a homemade basket his mother
said that is james bonnett no one else would have a
he helped them get settled in
basket ike
uke that
1

provo

the biographies and life sketches of the
waldensian emigrants indicate that they had a talent for
singing and enjoyed entertaining family and friends with
many of

native songs several of the women were skilled in
dramatization members of the justet family had a talent
for imitating others and often did shows together
prophetic dreams aided several throughout their lives
t

as in the following examples taken from the lives of james

bertoch and susette stalle cardon bertoch writes
HD spence and 1I were taking care of torontos cattle
a
was
1871
during the year 1870
18701871
hard winter and
it
there had been severe snow storms which drove the
the snow on
cattle into theup hollow of the mountains
to our knees we hunted the cattle
the level was
for several days but there were still twenty head we
we did not know where in the
could not find
mountains to look for them
that night 1I had a dream or vision an indian as
straight as an arrow came from the hollow where the
your
were
are in the hollow
he
said
cattle
cattle
of porters canyon and if you dont get them in two or
when the
three shirips days they will all be dead
indian told me this 1I could see plainly just where
they were
the following morning when HD spence
come spence we will find them today
came 1I said
an indian showed me last night just where they are
we
ile
lle went and found the cattle snowed in in the
we
v7e had to break trail with
and
wit
hollow
the
horses
withthe
6
them back one at a time
lead
A granddaughter of susette stalle cardon wrote that
grandmother
mother seemed to have an insight into many
her grand
things
vae

113
summer
remember the sunmer
suinmer after 1I had been away teaching
school that she came out to the milkhouse where 1I was
tending the milk and said to me you are what you
and when 1I replied IQ the
call it begaged engaged
1
fit
tit
affirmative she said I knew it 1I dreamed
1I

it

the Iwaldensian emigrants lent their talents and
abilities to the needs of the community and in so doing
strengthened the fabric of mormon society peter
chatelaine was a miller daniel justet sr was the rock
1

mason who

of the
tile

built fireplaces

first

homes in

st

and

thomas

laid the foundations of
18

john daniel malan

many

sr

carpenter
he developed a crude
machine by which corn could readily be shelled
he
assisted in the construction of the ogden bench canal by
building blumes
and had a saw mill in ogden
flumes
19
canyon
the cardon family helped to establish the city
of logan with various members serving in public office
was a born mechanic and

20
war

CT

john paul cardon participated in the civil
the beus
family became one of the leading agricultural families in
weber
ueber county assets of beus and sons totaled almost
21

according to weber county tax assessment
john
rolls
lazears pioneering effort helped to establish
22
david roman and
the community of pine valley in arizona

4000

by 1876

john james bonnett were accomplished linguists

great service to their communities

who

gave

bonnett acted as an
county for friends neighbors at
interpreter all over utah dounty
23
court trials and in many business transactions
pioneering in deseret went far beyond farming and home
industry and the use of native talents to improve

lii
ill
circumstances and meet the challenges of everyday life
stephen malan summed op
dp the experience in these words

participated in

most of the improvements and
changes of our age
both of the natural and human
such as building our first tabernacle
element
digging irrigation
opening roads through canyons
canals checking the advance of soldiery
we have
fighting crickets and grass hoppers
witnessed advancements in arts and science and
14
wee have seen the construction of
a
machinery
network of railroads magnificent public structures
we have made
mansions and frame cottages
this once
forsaken barren wild5inessl
wilderness the home of a thriving
we

0

population
were second generation Walden
waldensians
sians as committed to
their mormon faith as their emigrant fathers and mothers
and dense

evidence seems to indicate that many were but some were
not
careful assessment of the second generation through

the use of family group sheets and

a

surnames in the current membership

files

office indicates that

some

check of waldensian

of the

historians

descendants probably did not
25
pons

remain in the church
the surnames of
longer appear on current membership records

and

rivoir

no

study of religious persistence based on the number
of live endowments taken out by the children of the italian
A

converts was made by the author endowments are special
9 fi
26
in mormon
blessings given worthy and faithful saints26
saints
temples
they are called endowments because mormons
believe that in and through them recipients are endowed
with power from on high
these sacred ordinances are
administered for the living and on a proxy basis for the
27
127
one family group sheets revealed that of
seventy
seventyone
dead
were endowed
335 second generation descendants 188 56
0

112

their own lifetime one hundred and seven were
after death and no information was given for forty
in

V

evidently approximately
who

147 second

generation Walden
waldensians
sians

reached adulthood did not take out their

endowments
mormons
cormons
Mor mons

endowed

own

practice generally engaged in by devout
these figures indicate that perhaps as many as
a

one
third of the second
onethird

generation waldensian

not be classified

the devout

mormons

could

fallen into
28
inactivity or possibly had left the LDS church
in some families the unique heritage of their
waldensian ancestors was all but forgotten
in ogden the
daughters of lydia pons farley maintained their mother had
descended from french aristocracy and barthelemy pons had
been a wealthy landowner living in piedmont italy but
29
roost certainly french not italian
most
that the family was moost
to this day some farley descendants adamantly deny any
italian blood though they have pedigree charts identifying
pons
ancestors as Walden
waldensians
sians living in the
their
protestant valleys of piedmont and extending back into the
among

had

1600s

perhaps this desire not to be identified with italians
which the author also found in the descendants of other

waldensian families

is rooted in

a common

prejudice
is permissible to

against southern european immigrants it
but many
be of northern european extraction or a WASP
philip F Notar
resent being classified as a wop
notariannis
iannis
immigrant
experience indicates
italianity
in
the
utah
ilitalianita
ianita
lanita
italianita
Ital
itai

V
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that prejudice against the italian emigrant in utah
horld
iorld war 1I and culminated in the
surfaced shortly after
afterworld
30
though society has come a long way in welcoming
1920s
minorities into the melting pot attitudes and stereotypes
0of the past still color our thinking
4

most probably

the

mormon Walden
waldensians
kalden slans
kaiden
7aldensians
sians were

extraction as they bore french

Y

v

names and

of french

lived in

a

closed

community where they generally

contracted endogamous
marriages As their homes were located on the border of
modern day france and italy in a region where sovereignty
modernday
shifted many times throughout the centuries it is
difficult to decided whether to consider them french or
italian perhaps it is enough to remember that their
uniqueness as an ethnic enclave lies not in national origin
but in their singular religious heritage
descendants of many vaudois families seemed not to
have been bothered by the question of whether their
waldensian ancestors were french or italian the family of
henry barker and marguerite stalle were among the foremost
promoters of the waldensian heritage in utah marguerite
who was

only seven when she came from

italy

did not have

opportunity to attend school in her youth however she
placed such a high value on education that she attended
she sat in the back of the
school with her children
classroom followed the lessons and attempted to learn as
perhaps their mothers example
much as possible
encouraged all seven of her children to graduate from
an
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college

henry barker became the principal of mound fort
james louis barker earned his doctorate
school in ogden
and was
and

at

16

professor of languages at the university of utah
BYU

31

the barker family was one of many second generation
waldensian families to become prominent in utah john paul
cardon with his two waldensian wives raised nineteen
children he served as marshall of logan city in 1870
church officials asked cardon to bui
bul
ld a large hotel or
build
1

rooming house which could be used by people

logan to do temple work

valley house for

many

he and

years

A

who came

to

his family ran cache
son reported that the

family was

instructed to listen through a thin partitioned wall
to the plans of the US deputies who were trying to
track down and punish polygamy offenders many plans
were revealed this way and many saints were warned in
time to save them from being caught my father has
told us that many times he went out the back door of
homey
a home
homer after warning the saints just as the deputies
came in the front
they continued to do this work for
about ten years when the deputies became suspicious
west to work on th
of father he went into the north
the52
northwest
railroad taking part of the older family with him
john paul cardon served

mission to switzerland in
upon his death in 1915 his grandchildren numbered
1899
over one hundred
his son joseph emanuel typified many of
a

his descendants joseph was born october 28 1872 he
graduated from brigham young college taught school and
upon his return
went on a mission to the northern states
he served as a member of the cache stake sunday school
board deputy city recorder bishop of logan first ward and
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then stake president for many years

33

some of john paul

cardons daughters intermarried with some of the most
34
prominent families in utah
mormon socie y was a fluid society and it became more
so in the late 1870s and 1880s
hae
the immigrants that had
married into polygamy frequently were forced to

move

to

persecution against
plural marriage became so intense that louis philippe
cardon traveled to salt lake city to ask president brigham
young what course of action to take to protect himself from
avoid being arrested for cohabitation

arrest
president

young arose from his chair smote the palm
of one hand with the fist of the other and said

brother cardon it is about time for the saints to
move to arizona as 1I have been thinking
be here in
company
a week with your wife an
andcelongings
the
belongings
15
will be ready to leave
this was the first of several moves the louis philippe
they moved
cardon family would make over the next decade
camp
george
on the little colorado in
to
lake
first
from there they moved to tenneys camp where they
arizona
practiced the united order next they moved to taylor
arizona which they hoped would be their permanent home
finally in 1885 president john taylor advised louis
philippe and his family to move to old mexico they
remained there until the mexican revolution forced them to
leave in 1912

36

throughout this period family members continued to
S
in
joseph
positions
responsible
church
the
resDon
sibie
sible
resdonsible
fill
cardon son of louis philippe and susette was a member of
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the high council of juarez stake and a counselor to the
ern
bishop of dublan ward
ernest
est elmer cardon served as the
drnest
0

first

counselor in the bishopric of the turlock ward san
joaquin stake As the children of the second generation
matured and took their place in mormon society the two

thirds that remained devout were called to leadership
37
positions in the areas where they settled
janes
jades richard beus the son of james
in weber county james
beus and clarinda hall became bishop of hooper ward
malan served as county clerk and stake
lawrence
patriarch of mount ogden stake clarence walter malan
served as second counselor to the bishop of ogdens 48th
ward ben lomond stake
in salt lake county dean tracy
M

copperton
perton ward in the west
malan became bishop of the Cop
hopperton

jordan stake

Q Q

38

from

this sampling it is evident that

many

second generation Walden
waldensians
sians played a prominent role in

affairs

church

and made valuable

different western
two

james

L

contributions to

many

communities

archibald bennett and dr
barker were instrumental in securing permission
waldensian descendants

from the moderator of the waldensian church september
1947

to microfilm

all the surviving parish

and

civil

few such
records in the protestant valleys in italy
records exist before the seventeenth century because the
many villages
1600s were a period of heavy persecutions
and churches were burned and the registers of baptisms

marriages and deaths of the vaudois parishes were

117

destroyed

ctf filming was completed in september
the task caf
of the following year
these records were then carefully
searched family relationships established and temple work
one hundred years after the arrival of
done for the dead
the first mormon missionaries in piedmont italy
waldensian records were having a dramatic impact on
Mormon
mormondoms
doms vast genealogical research program as the
piedmont project became the forerunner of the LDS
39
ramr
on
prog
program
wide name extrac
church
churchwide
descendants of the
extraction
extracts
ti
extracti
mormon Walden
waldensians
sians organized in an effort to complete the
translation of these records the piedmont family
organization was very much involved in this task
the author has identified over two hundred young men
and women bearing waldensian family names who have served
LDS missions in all parts of the world this represents
only a small percentage of missionaries of waldensian
descent as it is impossible to identify those who have lost

characteristic

names by marriage

study of four
generations of descendents of winthrop and lydia pons
A

son theodore farley
farley through their eldest sont
the author in 1982 indicates that most of those

made by

condi sered themselves very active in
surveyed
serv eyed condisered
descendents serveyed
the mormon church today in many instances both husband
dinty percent had been
ninty
and wife hold leadership positions t4inty
many
had
and
temple
or
sealed in the
married

LDS missions

fulfilled
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ethnic diversity provided the fabric of
the great
ireat basin kingdom though a thread of prejudice
sometimes flawed the pattern ethnicity added depth and
breadth overall A few years in the mormon colonies in
in conclusion

ogden appears to have ensured the

italian convert

an easy

transition into communities throughout the western
frontier the vaudois families differed in talents skills
and native abilities but these differences tended to
enrich their settlements with the diversity needed to
sustain life in pioneer utah
waldense emigrants

while the children of

fell into inactivity the children

some

of

others became leaders in the mormon church and the rich
Walden sians
heritage brought to zion by the original mormon waldensians
became a significant part of the historical legacy of utah
and the surrounding areas and of the church of jesus christ
of

latterday
latter day saints
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B

MOTTO OF THE

vv

waldensian

CHURCH
CHUPCH

lvte
lateTINTENU k4
ka

the idea of the emblem is drawn from the book of
revelation chap 1 while the motto the light shines in
the darkness is drawn from the gospel of john 15
it
appears that the origin of this emblem is to be connected
to the seal of the count manfredi of Lu
serna representing
luserna
laserna
a lamp Lu
serna with seven stars
from Car
luserna
laserna
bartoline
toline
cartoline
aa
siy
sly
sip
2a serie torre pellice italy
valdesiy
Sto
storiche
riche Valde
the
valdesi
waldensian emblem decorates many of the churches in the
valleys

appey
11dix
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C

settlement
emigrantconverts

MARRIAGE AND
PATTERNS OF
iti
iii
WALDENSE EMIGRANIT
EMIGRANT CONVERTS
ALDENSE
VII

the following statistical analysis emerges from data
compiled on waldensian marriage and settlement patterns in
the great basin
1

2

3

waldensians
sixty seven italian Walden
sixtyseven
sians survived the trek to
utah all of them married at least once during their
lifetime
one third contracted or engaged in polygamous
marriages
these are identified by bold type in the
list that follows
of the polygamous marriages thirteen over half the
cases

were exogamous and eleven cases were
endogamous
4

twentythree
of the monogamous marriages twenty
three were
exogamous and fifteen were endogamous including the
five marriages contracted in italy and the one
en
only first
enroute
route underlined in the list
marriages were counted unless the marriage occurred in

italy

5

6

eight waldensian husbands
twentyeight
the average age of twenty
who emigrated to utah was twenty
twentysix
six at the time of
their first marriage the average age of thirty
emigrant wives was twenty one
polygamous families averaged 77
7.7
77 surviving children
per household

7

an average of six

Walden
waldensians
sians who

children per family survived

among

married monogamously

but not all waldensian families lost children
in infancy or before they reached adulthood
of the
2.5
families in this category each averaged 25
25 infant
deaths

8

most

9

there were

fewer than

T

5
8

divorces among the italian converts
of the marriages ended in divorce
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DATA

1

bertoch antoinette 26 married louis chapius 29
chapius engaged in farming in nephi
about 1857
three of their five children survived childhood

2

daniel 31 married elva hampton 18 on nov
24 1866
they had four children she died and
bertoch then married sarah ann richards 19 when he
was 39 on dec 4 1874
they had five children
farmei in littleton morgan
daniel was a farmer
bertoch james 28 married anne cutcliffe 19 on
may 6 1866
james was a farmer in pleasant green
salt lake county nine of their thirteen children

3

bertoch

survived

michael 26 married marianne combe 23 on nov
1418360
eight of their eleven children survived and
141836
settled in northern utah where most engaged in
farming dairy work and stock raising

4

beus

5

beus anne 19 became the second plural wife of moses
1857
byrne was a farmer in
byrne 37 on dec 10 18570
Slat
erville and ogden all seven of their children
slaterville

survived

660

7
70

8
80

married clarinda cynthia hill 19 on
oct 19 1867 james was a farmer and stoc
stockraiser
kraiser in
ogden and hooper
four of his children died as
infants six survived
beus john 29 married margaret justet 26 on sept
john engaged in farming and stock raising
28 1874
in ogden paradise and logan in cache county and in
hooper
all six children survived
beus

james

beus

louis phillip

nov

9
90

8

1876

27

27

married mary terry

13

twelve of his thirteen children

on

survived beus farmed in ogden and in soda springs
caribou county idaho
beus magdalena 17 became the second plural wife of
1870
jean paul cardon on dec 19 18700
cardon was a
farmer and stock raiser in logan and richmond cache
see
county eight of their nine children survived
17
170
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beus
12

mary
1876

and idaho
11

beus

13

14

married edward priest

priest

22

on march

engaged in farming in northern utah
eight of their nine children survived

michael

35

married elizabeth harriett lathrop
1879
michael farmed in ogden
he

sept 24
had
hae three children
hac
beus paul 36 married catherine combe 19 on
paul also farmed in ogden
november 8 1883
all
seven of his children survived
bonnett john james 25 married ann hughes 20 in
june 1860
eight of their eleven children survived
bonnett farmed and homesteaded in provo well
educated he spoke latin german italian french and
spanish and acted as an interpreter all over utah
county for friends neighbors at business
transactions and for court trials
bodrero dominico 40 married henriette chatelain
41 on oct 17 1868
they had no children
bodrero
may have lived in logan
see 22
25

12

25

on

15

cardon philippe 20 married marthe marie tourn 22
on feb 1 1821 and jeanne marie gaudin stalle 52 at
the age of 62 on march 21 1863 cardon farmed in
ogden and logan
he served as the first city
treasurer and first policeman in logan

16

cardon catherine 25 married moses byrne 34
nov 5 1854
catherine bore thirteen children
byrne farmed in ogden
did not reach adulthood

river

17

and in piedmont

cardon john paul
march 15

see

19

wyoming

married susanne goudin

and magdalena beus 17 on dec
ile
lle
he farmed in ogden and
the age of 31 fie
1857

on
24
19
19t

at
logan
his two waldensian wives bore a total of
see 9 and 28
twenty children
cardon louis philippe 25 married suzette stalle
20 in 1857 and sarah ann wellborn as a second plural
wife
louis philippe was a farmer in ogden logan and
the families moved to
oxford onida county utah
mexico during the polygamy raids of the 1880s
drens
drent suzette had five
childrens
childrent
children
apparently sarah had no chil
chii
1870

18

16

on
two
muddy

60

guild
married
charles
cardon
guild was a weaver
28 on february 19 1854
piedmont
pied
pled
monts
ogden
montr
in
and
lehi
merchant and rancher
the
wy
couple had eleven
orning
wyoming
county
uinta
children two died in infancy
marie madeleine

20
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20

cardona
cardouf
cardont thomas barthelemy married lucy smith at age
29
apparently no children were born to them
cardon then wed amelia bolette jensen at age 42
she
bore no children
finally barthelemy took ella
clarinda hinckley 18 as a third plural wife on june
24 1885 a year after his marriage to amelia
she
bore him five children
cardon and his families lived
in oneida idaho and logan
the 1880 census lists his
vocation as watch maker

21

malan 21 en
madelaina
madeleina
chatelain peter 32 married Ma
delaina
route to utah in 1856 this couple raised four
children to adulthood one died in infancy
chatelain married alice johns after the death of
Ma
madelaina
madeleina
delaina they had no children peter was a farmer

laborer in ogden
chatelainry
30 became the third plural wife
chatelainy
chatelain henriette
of charles Hollin
hollinggRammell
hollingrammell
rammell 31 feb 20 1857
they
were divorced a little over a year later june 28
1858
she may have been married to a temple before
her marriage to dominico bodrero in 1868
she had no
see 14
children
chatelain lydia married david roman they had no
see 52
children
marlee louise 31 became a plural wife of
chatelain marie
mari
marl
john daniel malan on january 11 1861
she bore six
see 37
children one stillborn
gardiol marianne catherine 22 became the fifth
plural wife of john dalton jr 56 on feb 1 1857
she bore seven children two died in infancy
dalton
farmed in virgin washington co
utah
gaydou julia barker
16 married john shaw 19
19f on
shaw was an ogden farmer and
october 18 1869
trader they had five children
gaydou mary catherine malan divorced anthony gaydou
james
married
philadelphia
delphia enroute to utah she
phildelphia
in Phil
26
age
they
of
36
on
6
june
1856 at the
barker
ogden
in
a
had five children
was
farmer
barker
goudin susanne 24 married john paul cardon 16 in
1857
nine of her eleven children survived infancy
and

22

23
24

25

26

27

28

see

29

17

a

jeanne
rostan 19 on may
mlay
justet daniel 18 married
masone
mason
a
stone
11 1836
justet was before the familythey had ten
italy
left
children three dying
utah
census
southern
of 1880
records
they settled in
and
his
justet
married children remained
indicate that
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in escalante area of iron county where they were
engaged in farming or worked as laborers

all

ir

30

justet antonett
edmund weeks

six children

31

children

33

47

on

18

july

justet

madeline

36

37

38

39

47

marie

infancy

married john eaton 45 in
one died in
they had four children

justet marguerite
justet

she had nine

19

22

about 1870
cattleman and farmer

35

plural wife of david

married nellie leithead 26 on
they had nine children two dying in

1870

1865

became a
10
1876

plural wife of
antonett had

30

jan 6
infancy

smart

became the second
47
on may 10 1870

two dying in

justet daniel
january
infancy

34

davis

justet catherine
stevenson

32

29

23

became a

plural wife of thomas

smart was a brickmaker
they had one daughter

married

christian

mooseman
Mo
cooseman
oseman

27

on

october 18 1861 he was a farmer they had ten
children of whom two died young
lazear john 26 married margaret stark 16 on
october 9 1873 they had ten children two died in
ceorge
infancy lazear worked on the temple in st george
and pioneered farming and raising cattle in the
arizona territory
malan john daniel 21 married pauline combe 20 on
april 28 1825 he took mary louise chatelain 31 as
a second plural wife in 1861 at the age of 57
malan
malan and combe had nine children of
farmed in ogden
see 25
which seven survived
malan bartholomew 23 married louisa mariah hatch
15 on october 10 1871
the couple had sixteen
children four dying in infancy malan was a
builder laborer and mechanic
neg
pauline
neo 18 married isaac robeson
malan emily paull
Pauli
farley 21 in polygamy on march 11 1858 they had
three children together between 1859 and 1862 the
maian family reported that emily pauline was
malan
approached by myron abbott with a proposal claiming
that he could take better care of her than farley
subsequently she divorced farley in 1869 she was
sealed to abbott at about age 31 A daughter was born
emily
of that union after which the couple divorced
pauline was then resealed to farley in 1878 at the age
A
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of 39
farley married martha cole in polygamy
sometime during that period for he was convicted of
a
and
unlawful co
served
six months
cohabitation
habitation

40

41

sentence at the state penitentiary from nov 9 1887
to may 9 1888
he was the only polygamist associated
with the waldensian community to be convicted and
evidently cole divorced him after the
sentenced
birth of their son it appears that because of
parleys conviction he and emily pauline did not live
farleys
together in later years see 42
malan jeanne dina married william edson hatch
the
census of 1860 indicates that the couple had five
children and that hatch was a farm laborer in moroni
sanpete county
27 married elizabeth ann
malan john daniel jr
cole 15 on dec 10 1859 they had six children
john daniel was a farmer in
two dying in infancy
ogden

madeleine 18 married isaac robeson farley
21 in 1858
madeleine bore farley eight children
one dying in infancy
parley was a farmer in ogden
farley
see 39

42

malan

43

malan
29

stephen

1869

she

infancy

upon

children

the

andrews on dec

married sarah chesnut 24 on dec
bore five children two dying in
death malan married martha ann
sarahs
17
1889
malan and martha ann had no
census of 1870 lists malan as a
34

brickmaker in ogden
pons barthe
barthelemy
on nov 7 1822

44

Lan
married mary anne lautaret
taret 17
lantaret
of twelve children five died in
infancy five emigrated to utah two remained in
pons
rons never remarried
widow
italy

45

pons

46

24

david married phoebe zabriskie they were
divorced and he then married ester culter rice david
was a farmer in box elder
pons emma 17 married edaly foster hampton 24 on
nov 11 1864
they had three sons
hamptons
hamptons
occupation is listed in the 1880 census as lime
burner
the family lived in ogden
I1

47

48

jean daniel married mary ann stowe pons is
burner living in
listed on the 1870 census as a lime
census records indicated pons had six
ogden
children
pons lydia 19 became the third plural wife of
n t h r op
winthrop
winthrop farley 26 on march 24 1857 wi
pons
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49

farley was a farmer and blacksmith in ogden of
thirteen children two died in infancy
pons mary ann 24 married joseph mormon harris
on feb 18 1855
of ten children eight reached

rancher the 1870 census
lists him as an ogden farmer
rivoir jacob 41 married catherine young 19 july
22 1872
was a farmer in
they had one child
rivoir
west jordan and provo
adulthood

50

harris

25

was a

51

roshon michael 44 married
marri ec susanne robert 25 on
feb 29 1844
chev
thev had four children only one
reached maturity
he was

52

roshon john james
later jean jacque robert who
married louise long
her death he married
after
susanne bert 30 at the age of 47
they had two
provo
was
a
sons
in
farmer
robert

53

rostan jean michael 25 married marthe avondet 17
on jan 21 1847
they were the parents of six
children four survived they spent their lives
farming in ogden the census of 1880 indicates that
rostan was disabled
roman charles david 40 married widow susanne
susanne bore a daughter after
roshon 39 in 1858
A few months later roman married
which they divorced
lydia chatelain he was a farmer in ogden later he
conducted business in ogden and provo
roman daniel 29 married gertrude ter bruggen 21
on july 22 1880
six of their seven children

54

55

survived

he farmed
money in ogden
56

pler
pier
pierre
jean
jeanpier
re 33 married jeanne marie gaudin
stalle jeanpierre
26 about 1836
they had four children all of whom
emigrated
widow stalle then married philippe cardon
no
see 15
in logan

57

58

had a small vineyard and loaned

they had

stalle daniel

children together

married anna christina
christensen 16 about 1864 he was a farmer in logan
and later in hyrum
they had ten children two dying
in infancy
27
17
henry
barker
marguerite
married
stalle
nov
30
1867 barker was a farmer and gardener in
north ogden he and marguerite had ten children
seven reached adulthood
26
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59

60

marie
stalle warren

elihu
in north ogden

22
34

plural wife of
april 5 1862 warren was a farmer
she bore thirteen children
eleven
became the second

reached adulthood
the first plural wif
bif of
stalle susanne 20 became
ve
louis philippe cardon 25 in 1857 she bore fave
fve
children one dying in infancy cardon farmed in
ogden logan oxford mexico and later settled in
see 18
arizona
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dipier

LETTER TO DIANE STOKOE FROM GIORGIO TOURN

october
dear

4

1985

madam

thank you very much for your amiable
having answered your question exactly
1I

letter

and

regret not

the subject of the apostolic descent of the vaudois movement is
very ancient and goes back to the middle ages where the preachers of
that era affirmed by demonstrating that they were not heretics but
message
asage was derived from that of the apostles
ssage
that their m

that the movement itself
is not possible
it
therefore to affirm or state positively that the vaudois authority
descended directly from the apostles but it remains evident that their
preaching was supported directly by the bible and could be considered
as an extension of the preachings
preach ings or teachings of the apostles
more recent and profound studies indicate
came
cam from or originated with waldo of lyon

hope that 1I have answered your question and 1I am happy to think
you have felt again a link with your vaudois origins
1I

that

please accept dear

madam

my

sincere best wishes
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ABSTRACT

waldensians
the Walden
sians are ancient protestant sectarians who
have inhabited the piedmont region of the cottian
bottian alps for
centuries they claim to be the oldest protestant church
having survived 700 years of persecution
in the world
waldensians
the Walden
sians finally achieved religious liberty in
two years later mormon church leader lorenzo snow
1848
and some other elders entered the protestant valleys on a
proselyting mission for the church of jesus christ of
one
day
hundredeightyseven
hundred eighty seven Walden
waldensians
latterday
sians
saints
latter
were converted to mormonism
twenty years later one
third
onethird
of these mormon Walden
waldensians
sians had been excommunicated one
third became inactive
third had emigrated to utah and one
onethird
or returned to their former faith
this study focuses on
seventy two converts primarily members of twelve
the seventytwo
families who converted immigrated and settled in the
mormon colonies in utah
church and civil records life
sketches diaries journals and letters were used in this
project the study concludes with an analysis of the
waldensians
sians to the LDS church
contributions of mormon Walden
and the american west
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